
Abstract 

For forty years h m  1948 to 1 988 S. Arthur Townend practised architecture in Sudbmy. 
Ontario. during a p e n d  of change and growth. His artistic architectural imagination was 
formed. infiuenced and developed first by his upbringing and early education in Jamaica. 
secondly by the rigomus architectural training at McGill University in Mmtreai, and 
rhirdiy by the apprenticeship and practice of architecture in Sudbury. Mer Worid War il. 
with a new sense of permanence and optimism brought about by increased prosperity. 
Sudbury experienced great change and renewai and there were rnany oppommities for 
architects to design different kinds of buildings. inspireci by the topography, light and 
space of Northeastern Ontario, Townend introduced the latest building styles and 
techniques. bnnging to Sudbury a new cosmopolitan vision. Townend speciaiised in the 
design of hospitais and health care facilities. but aiso. with his parmers. he designed 
churches and public buildings. His p ~ c i p l e s  and vision are best demonstrated in his 
houses. which are highly prized by their owners. Here can be appreciated the concepts 
that were important to him as an architect: landscape, light and space: keeping things 
simple and not necessarily doing them exactly the way everyone eIse di& visuaiking the 
whole thing; images. memory and imagination. and especially to be an artist who built as 
weil as he could. designmg solid. convenient and beautifid buildings. 
Since so litîie has been written on Sudbury architechue, this study is a pioneering effon 
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Introduction 

During the second half of the twentieth century the architecn~e of S. Arthur Townend had 

a signïficant impact on the human environment of Sudbury. and 0th- parts of 

Northeastern Ontario. This study presents an opportunity for discussing how human 

interpretations and values can be expresseci in buildings, Architecture at its best epitomises 

"Humanism" since by means of the creative architectural imagination the architect 

transfoms the world we Iive in and prepares it for human use. 

in spite of numerous modern theones of architecture. in order to assess how weIl 

an architect has created a human world. no test is better than the tried and true trinity of 

Vitnivius who insisted that buildings must be durable. convenient and beautifid. 1 wish to 

demonstrate that S. Arthur Tomend by means of his artistic architecturai imagination. 

designed buildings of 'Ymess. comrnodity and deiight*' to provide a human world for 

the enjoyment, use and benefit of people of Sudbury in Northern Ontario. 

Since this dissertation discusses architecture, it may be appropriate to think of the 

organisation of the materiai as a metaphor for the constniction of a building. The frrst two 

chapters can be thought of as the "foundation*. that is. the concepts that were important, 

and the t\ackground. education and training that were essentiai to the development of 

Townend's artistic architectural imagination. The third chapter, "environment and site". 

examines the history and geography of the area where Townend applied the theones he 

had learned to specific architectural pmblems in Sudbury. The fou& and fiAh chapters 

are the "buildingn: that is, the body of work made up of the hospitais. churches, public 

buildings and houses. 
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The first chapter (the "concept". the fÜst part of Toundation") is a more 

philrsophical section. which examines hcx different concepts. ideas and values 

infl uenced Townend's attitude toward design and building to provide a successful human 

environment. By looking at concepts that irnpressed him we find clues to the working of 

Townend's architecturai imagination. The concepts that Townend suggested were 

Unportant to his working as an architect were: Iandscape. light and space: building "as well 

as you cm"; visuaiising the "whole thing-. images. memory and imagination: and. above 

all, to be an artist. 

The second chapter (the second part of the "foundation") attempts to answer the 

question. who is Townend the arch:ect? This is a biographical section showing how his 

artistic architecturai imagination was developed first. by his upbringing and education in 

Jamaica and, secondly, with more emphasis on the influence of the teachers and the 

curricuIurn at the McGill School of Architecture. 

in the third chapter ( "environment and site") the emphasis is on why and when 

Townend decided to chose Sudbury. This historical and geographicai section deaIs with 

the realities of the city Townend found at the end of the World War II. His arrivai 

coincided with changes m the aspirations and amtudes of Sudburians, which, in tum, 

produced a desire for changes in the built environment and in planning for the future. The 

tirne and place offered him great oppommities to practise and develop his architectural 

imagination with the practicai experience of coostructing buildings in tune with the period. 

The last two cbapters (the "buiIding") is a discussion of what. a f k  starting his 

own fïrm in 1964. he designed and built. By the tirne Townend started his own f h .  he 
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had served his apprenticeship and knew tbc geography and the climate. what worked and 

what did not. Tnese two chapters are paitiy an architecturai history of his buildings. but 

ais0 look at Townend's work more h m  the point of view of interpretation and values (the 

main themes of the interdisciplinary MA in Humanities.) The buildings are experienced 

directly in order to find out what's there. and thus see whether they demonstrate 

Townend's concem with human vdues. solid construction, practical cnd convenient 

layout, and how. using the concepts and ideas that were important to him (discussed in 

Chapter 0. he solved probIems of design. location. climate. matenais. in hth complex 

projects. like large public buildings (in Chapter IV). and in more simple undertakings like 

private houses (in Chapter W. 
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Chapter 1 - Concept: The Architectural Imagination 

From the time atkr World War II when Townend began his career in architecture until his 

retirement in 1988. there were many different theoies of modern architecture. During that 

period, architectural theory was first dorninated by formalism and functionalism of the 

Modernist ideal (Yom follows function"): then. as Modemism fell into disfavour in the 

mid 1960s. architectural theory was influenced by developrnents in many other disciplines 

h m  which post-rnodernism evolved, such as semiotics and stmcturalism in literanne. 

aesthetics theory, communication theory, phenomenology. and "critical theory that 

evaiuates the built world and its relationships to the society it serves."' 

Townend was not a theorist himself. He several times said that. although many of 

his feilow architects were very good at writing about architecture, he did not do it himself. 

He would rather that the buildings speak for themselves. He was both an artist and a 

pragmatist. This means that we must experience his designs by waking around and 

l w b g  directiy at his buildings. which will be the task of Chapters IV and V. It also 

means discussing concepts that impressed hirn and which were guiding principles behind 

his work. The latter is the purpose of this chapter. 

When asked what he considered to be the most important attribute for an architect. 

after some reflection Townend answered, "to be an artist." Then he added, "You can 

aiways hire an engineer."' What did Townend mean by saying an architect should be "an 

artist? 

Morris Weitz was scepticai of theories of art: 
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1s aesthetics theory, in the sense of a true definition or set of 
necessary and suficient properties of art, possible? ....if 
nothing else does, the history of aesthetics should give one 
enormous pause here. For. in spite of the many theories, we 
seem no nearer ou .  goai today than we were in Plato's time. 
. . . Art as the iogic of the concept shows, has no set of 
necessary and sufficient propemes. hence a theory of it is 
Iogically impossible and not merely factuaily dficult.' 

While heeding Weitz' waming, this chapter deais with a number of concepts that 

Townend suggested were important to his working as an architect: landscape. light and 

space; keeping things "simple and not necessarily doing them exactly the way everyone 

else did": building "as well as you cm"; visualking the 'Whole thing": images, memory 

and imagination; and, above ail. to be an artist. What did king an artist mean to him as an 

architect? 

For Townend k i n g  an artist meant imagining buildings that wouid be solidly built fùifill 

their function as well as possible, human in scaie and pleasurable to the senses. Kenneth 

Clark confirmed Townend's opinion about the importance to an architect of being an 

artist : 

One of the reasons why medieval and Renaissance 
architecture is so much better than our own is that the 
architects were artists. . . . This &as given to their work a 
power of plastic invention, a sense of proportion and an 
articulation based on the study of the human figure which 
bowledge of the tende strength of steel, and other 
requisites of modem building, do not aiways produce.' 
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in a similar line of thinking, one reason that the architecture of OId Quebec was 

considered good by Alan Gowans. and others. was that the builders were artists in the 

medieval tradition of the guilds that built the great Gothic cathedrals: 

Pertiaps the most immediately smking thhg to us today 
about these craftsmen is the extraordinary continuity of their 
work over generations and centuries. . . . When in most other 
parts of the Western world the ancient system of farnily 
apprenticeship inherited h m  the Middle Ages was breaking 
down or long defimct . . the medieval inheritance survived 
in Quebec practically unchanged. almost into the twentieth 
century .' 

At McGiII. as will be seen in Chapter & Professor Ramsay Traquair thought these early 

buildings of French Canada so important that he had his students in architecture make 

detailed measured drawings of them. The study of these early buildings in Quebec. which 

were human in scale, "carefully sited for the conditions of the site and the climated and 

solidly built with suitable materials for their puxpose. was an important part of the course 

in Professor John Bland's revised McGill curriculum in architecture which Townend 

in the Renaissance, Palladio ( 1508-1 580) similarly had observed and measured 

" v e q  minutely with the utrnost diligence"' as many of the mins of classical antiquity as he 

could visit. His own designs for buildings, however, did not duplicate the bddings of 

Ancient Rome; but h m  his study c f  the% fülfiiling the requirements of Vitruvius, his 

imagination was stimulated to design buildings of 'Vhmness, commodity and delight" 

which are "convenient. d d l e  and b e a ~ t i f ù l . ~  
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Firmness, Commodity and Detight 

Architecture certainly requires %mess.- Buildings must be soli& they must not 

collapse. Science and engineering dominate this aspect of architecture. To achieve 

"firrnnessv in his buildings. a knowledge of materiais and their properties and quaiities is 

essential to the architect. It was in the h o p  of producing architects who would understand 

the importance of firmness that John Bland introduced engineering elernents into the 

McGilI ~urr iculum~~ 

And "commodity? A building m u t  s a t i e  the needs of its users. It should be 

fictional. It must be designed so that it will be suitable and convenient and appropriate 

for human beings to occupy and conduct whatever business they need to do there. 

lf buildings only had to satisfi these fim two requirements they would successfiilly 

follow Louis Sullivan's dictum of f o m  foIIowing fùnction. in his early association with 

Sullivan, Frank Lloyd Wright was totally enchanteci by the pseudo-poetic musings of his 

lieber meikîer. (Wright even umte his own autobiography in the sarne third-person. 

sickeningiy self<onscious style as Sullivan. In both cases, their buildings were mtinitely 

more satisQing than their writmgs.) 

A fàvourite, much used book helonging to Townend (signed on the fly le& "S. 

Arthur Townend September 1960,") was an anthology of Wright's writings, containing 

numerous illustrations of his buildings, published the year d e r  his death in 1959. How 

much Townend had read the writings of Louis Sullivan or  Frank Lloyd Wright is not 

known, but he certainly saw illustrations of their work and heard about them h m  
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Professor John Bland at McGill who had especially asked for books on them to be brought 

h m  Chicago by Gordon Webber.Io 

When asked why Frank Lloyd Wright's work appealed to hmL. Townend seemed 

puzzled by the question and did not answer directly. "At McGil1.- he said 'tve weren't 

pushed in any direction. but we were exposed to a lot. The fashionable ones were Le 

Corbusier and Mies van der Rohe."" He couldn't say why they didn't appeal to him. 

Their buildings often seemed stark and cold by cornparison with Wright's warmer tones 

and more human scale. Neither Le Corbusier nor Mies van der Rohe had the lyrical. 

imaginative quality so evident in Wright's artistic images of his own buildings. A fiiend 

and fellow student of architecture at McGiIL J. Malcolm "Mac" McLean comborated this 

view: -1 would say that Art was very much taken with Frank Lloyd Wright who was also 

an artïst. Now, Mies van der Rohe. Le Corbusier (or Corb. as we d l e d  him) were very 

stmctural . . steel columns and giass. as opposed to flowing elements."" 

McLean remembered Townend'a artistic ability when they were both students at 

McGill. The two of them and Maurice Girard entered a competition sponsored b / ~ientrai 

Mortgage and Housing for small house designs. They al1 worked together on the project 

for the low<ost, small houq design, but, in addition Townend drew the perspectives of 

the houses that the three of them had designed, "the pretty picture."" 

For an archÎtect, however, artïstic ability alone is not enough. An architect must 

also be able to design buildings that do not collapse, and which are solid and functional. 

McLean summed it up: "It's a combination of both. The artistic architect certainly has an 
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advantage over the non-artistic architect And. 1 would classify Art as an artistic type of 

archjtea-"J 

Townend was an artist who had benefined h m  not only instruction and practice in 

art. particuiariy painting in water-colour. but aiso from a rigorous professionai training at 

McGiI1. which included engineering and science. where he had shown great aptitude. 

especially in physics. After graduation, practicd experience. fùst as a draftsmaa and then 

as a practising architect and junior partner. let him experience not only the euphoria of 

making successfid designs. but also the disappointmenu or rnistakes that can happen in 

designing a buildmg. 

The latter was demonstrateci to him soon a* he started work m 1948 on the 

Generai Hospital prcject. Someone else, who was working for the contractors as a 

draftsman, made a drawing of a roilet with sewer pipes h m  the toilet having to p a s  a 

steel beam in the floor." Townend remembered this as a very important. practical lesson, 

and he was always g r a t a  that it had o c c d  so earfy in his career. "You don? put a 

toilet just anywhere you want. You put a toilet where the pipes that go to it don? have to 

go through a steel beam." Refeming to the young man who had made the rnistake, 

Townend then added, "But he was a very good Qaftsman, th~ugh."'~ Being a good 

however. is not enough when designing a building. 

So what did Townend mean when he said that k i n g  an "artist" was the most 

Ynportam qualification for an architect? It was the exercise of the imagination that 

pmduced the element of "deiight" that made a building not only structtaally souud and 



fimaionally u s e u  but also which transformeci the worId into a pIeawrabIe and fine 

setting for human beings. 

Landscape, Light and Space 

Townend's füst oppommity to try out some of the ideas that mterested him came when he 

designed his own house at 1 7 Boiand Avenue ( l95t). AAer 1955, when he became a 

junior partner in the firm of Fabbro and Townend. Townend had more and more 

opportunibes to create distinctive buildings. Iike the Hydro Building with Cari Pfster 

( 1957). and the Federal Building ( 19%). Where did the crearive ideas corne h m ?  The 

~~ea t ive  pmcess is obviously very cornpiex. Dacey and Lewon in Understanding 

C r e a m  stated. "No single process can be identified as the one kind of thinkmg that 

leads to creati~ity."'~ 

As will be seen in Chapter II, certainly many influences and techniques had come 

h m  his uaining at McGill, especially h m  Webbcr and Lismer's design and art courses, 

and the sketching assignments in the Quebec countryside. With his appmxticeship as a 

draftsman he had iearned through practical experïence. The optimism and energy in 

Sudbury in tbe 1950s encouraged an amosphere of advenhue and innovation, Even the 

mgged iandscape in Su&-y contn'buted to his ideas. Unlike Townend howevcr, Mac 

Mc- ddirring his time workiag under Fabbro on the Sudbury General Hospital. had not 

been impressed by the Sudbury landscape, and he lefl at the end of a year- But, for 

Townend, Sudbury presented a 'hiarveiious opportunity."" 



Townend couid not understand a doaor who made a presentation to City Council 

saying tbat he had been "sentenced to praaise medicine m Northem Ontario. When 1 look 

around outside and see ail that tremendous light and space we get up hem. it would be a 

'sentence' for me to practise architecture in southern Ontario. But. 1 suppose. each to his 

Alan Gowans identifieci "space. Iight and nature- as the spirit that determineci the 

forms of architecture in Canada since 1945. 

Superiicidly this may be explained as a result of using new 
materials and techniques. particuiariy steel frame and 
concrete slab. . . The tende strength of steel makes it 
possible to span hitherto unimagineci widths. and to fil1 them 
in with nothing but sheets of g l a s  and ferro-concrete 
construction allows whole sections of buildings to be 
cantiiwered out into free space. Together. these new 
techniques ailow architects to treat their buildings Iike 
sculpture. and mould great three-dimensional compositions 
of space and light. But - and this is quaily obvious - you 
have to want to do it." 

Even in his eariy designs, Townend wanted to do it His own houses on Boiand Avenue 

and on Crown Street; the Hydro Building, even the srnail A-frame Yacht Club he designed 

in 1960, all demonshated, in different ways, his attraction to space and right. Gowans said 

tbat the desire to do this was not an aversion to some other style so much as a designer's 

basic concern Yor effects of free-flowing space and fiooding light. . . It is what people 
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Attitudes to nature and the wildemess were quite different a hundred years ago 

than they are today. Espectally to the Canadii settier, nature was seen then as a hostile. 

chaotic, objective worfd. Northrop Frye said 

mature] rnay have a s e  and a meaning, but it doesn't 
seem to be a human shape or a human meaning. . . so you 
soon reaiize that there's a ciifference between the worid 
you're living in and the worid you want to [ive in. The worfd 
you want to live in is a human worid. not an objective one: 
it's not an environment but a home: it's not the worid p u  
see but the worid you build out of  what you see." 

As wiI1 be seen in Chapter iü, in the eariy days of Sudbury the pimeen cut down trees and 

made buildmgs of log to mempt to sheiter and separate thernselves h m  nature - wind 

min. snow. suc  bugs. wild animais. Fifiy years iater the same wind. min. snow. sun. bugs 

and wild animals existecl, so why had people's attitude changed towards nature? Gowans 

attnbuted this to a new enthusiasm for "applied scienceu which engendered a sense of 

confidence and a "new concept of Nature - as no longer an opponent to be conquered but a 

human instrument to be used and enjoyed . . . Better than in any other of the arts. we can 

see in architecture what the idea that Nature is man's to create and mould means in 

practical and aesthetic t e r m ~ . " ~  Modern architeam has the contradictory purposes of 

coatrollmg nature and being one with naîure. It is a delicate balance for if man becomes 

"one with Naturen he ceases to be human. Architects. said Gowans, understand this and 

architecture " m a  in some way take account and grow out of specificaily human values - 

spiritual, mteil ectuaI, emotio~al."~ 



Frank Uoyd Wright was one of the greatest cbampiods (-ally m his writings) 

of the unity of man and natlrrc, advocating the design of a house "that is integral to its site; 

integrai to its environment mtegrai to the tife of its inhabitanu."" (As Brendan Gill has 

pomted out." however. Wright ofien contradicted or ignored his own dicta in his acniat 

buildings. Whatever he may have pontificated about. Wright understood full well that his 

buildings had to reflect "human valuesw.) 

Townend was acutely aware of the environment and site of a proposed building. 

and. as will be seen in Chapters TV and V. he went to great pains to make his buildings not 

only reflect hurnan values. by making them practical. cornfortable. and beautiful. but also 

to fit in with and complement their settings. The distinguished Canadian architect Arthur 

Enckson, aiso a graduate of McGill School of Architecture. thought that amongst other 

thmgs. architecture "is the art of relating a building to its environment." Erickson was 

convinced chat through careful listening to the genius loci an architect can actually 

impmve on nature. "1 leamed this h m  the Greeks," he said "Their sites ate enhanceci by 

the  building^."'^ 

Keeping things simple and building as weU as yoa can 

As will be seen in Chapters IV and V in discussion of Townend's buildings, he constantiy 

considered how he could reflect human values in his designs. He was one of a new breed 

of architects in Ciinada who aromd 1955 (the year he became a junior partner m Fobbm 

and Tavnend), lost the old defensive colonial attitude that considered that my desiga h m  

elsewhere was better than a home-grown one. an amtude that was alive and well m 



Sudbury. when Townend fxrst carne there, where there was Iittie faith in local architeas. 

as can be seen in Chapter m. 

However much they might be influenced by ideas h m  Japan or France or the 

United States. or whatever may have been gleaned from images and impressions anywhere 

in the world Townend's designs were sti11 mted in Northeastem Ontario. Here. inspired 

by the light and the space. he could respond to the genitts ioci and build buildings "as well 

as possible and show what an architect does."" faithful to the lessons he learned at 

McGill of designing buildings appmpriately for their fùnction, of suitable materials 

carefidly positioned with regard to the site and the climte. He and his partners designed 

buildings that foilowed these criteria unlike some architects h m  Toronto or Montreai 

who sent up designs to Sudbury for "generic" buildings that were not designed for specific 

purposes nor for the use of appropriate materiais. nor for the environment and climate of 

Northeastem Ontario. 

in the early 1980s Townend's fim undertook the designing and buiIdîng of 

Science North as a joint venture with another McGiil gnduate, the distinguished Canadian 

architeci, Raymond Moriyama Moriyama might well have had Townend and his partner. 

John Stefura in mind when he said 

On a planet where everythïng is rapidly convergin& healthy 
diversity can only be maintaîned by responding SpeFifically 
and appropnately to local conditions, to local people, to their 
moods and premonitions. Those unsung architects who 
work closely with people m smdl communities to improve 
the local environment should be lauded and celebratedB 
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As will be seen in Chapters and IV Townend and Stefura and their partners, m spite of 

responding appropriateIy to local conditions. and to the aspirations and needs of local 

people. were not sufficiently recognised and celebrated in their community for a long time. 

Townend himself was sceptical of the value of advertising and public relations for an 

architect Again and again he said the buildings themselvw would be the onIy worthwhile 

advertisement for his work 

Visualising the Whole Thing and Composer1Conductor 

Again and again. Townend mentioned the collaboration required for drawing up proposais. 

cspeciaIly for a large projecc the design process itself involved not only the architects. but 

also the clients. planners and consultants, and those who would be the eventual users of 

the building. And in the consaucrion stage so many more people are involved: engineers. 

and contractors with rnany different tradesmen. But. of the numemus people involved. 

oniy the architect, ^visualises the whole thingw 

The architect is not quite like a *ter or a painter. who both work largely in 

isolation, Townend believed that an architect was more like a composer who. at the 

beginnmg of the project, "has it al1 in his head" But then m putting the drawings together, 

and throughout the offen lengthy construction process, he has to rely on a number of very 

skilled and talented people. At this stage the composerlarchitect becomes the conductor of 

his own work, Whaî is the relationship between an architectural plan and the fird 

building? The plan is the score and the building is the concretisation of an idea. or a 

number of ideas-the public performance of the composition. 
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Steen Eiler Rasmussen. Rofessor of Architecture at the Royal Academy of 

Arts in Copenhagen. cailed architecture the art of organisation where 

the architect is forced to seek a form which is more explicit 
and finished than a sketch or pesonal study. Therefore. 
architecture has a special quaiity of its own and great clarity. 
nie fact that rhythm and harmony have appeared at d l  in 
architecture - whether a medieval cathedra1 or the most 
modern steel-frame building - mus be attributed to the 
organization which is the underlying idea of the art3 

Organisation. rhythm and harmony echo Townend's reference to the architect as 

composer. The Renaissance architects shared with the Medieval builders of the Gothic 

cathedrals a mathematical system of propomons. originally stated by the Roman architect, 

Vitruvius. which produced harmony in buildings. 

Images and Memory 

images were certainly very important to Townend like the mathernaticians and physicists 

that Arthur Koestler referred to as "visionaries in the Iiteral sense - that is. visual not 

verbal thinker~."~" Townend said he was moved almost to tears when he first saw a church 

designed by Eero Saarinen in Columbus, indiana. This was Saarinen's last building. 

designed in 1964, before his untimefy death. Columbus, indiana has a tradition of fine 

buildings begun by far-sighted city leaders in the mid-nineteenth cennny. "Columbus 

architecture has been the subject of feature articles in national and international 

publications, and each year thousands of people visit the city to view the  building^."^' 

Even when buildings were no longer suitable for present-day needs, they were renovated 

and adapteci for new contemporary purposes - something thaî could have happenecl in 



Sudbury instead of demolishing older buildings Iike the Dominion Building. Modern 

architecture in Columbus began in 1942 with the F i  Christian Church designed by Eero 

Saarinen's father. EIiel Saarinen, who persuaded the congregaiion to break away h m  

traditionaI neo-Gothic and neo-Georgian styIes. Saarinen's geometric design is one of 

direct sirnplicity and dignity which continues to make it one of the most admired buildings 

in the city." Townend admired the work of both Saasineus. father and son. 

Whiteson satd that original images are rare. -Architects. like the rest of us, derive 

visual ideas h m  a ragbag of received images out of movies. magazines. newspapers. 

travel. television. books. history, and obscure social and personal me~nory."~~ Townend 

had benefitted h m  his upbringing in Jamaica and a cosmopolitan outlook which had 

the process. He acknowledged also that many ideas that "go into buildings corne 

h m  visiting other buildings, seeing illustrations of other buildings. or reading about 

them."u 

A more recent example of how important images and mernory were to Townend 

happened after he had suffered a stroke. The fim clear image he was aware of when he 

tecovered was of twin towers "in Glasgow." It turned out that, just before he became ill. he 

had seen the design for milIenniaI twin towers for Glasgow on the internet. When he 

learned that these were images which he had in fact seen, immediately before he became 

i11, Townend was reassured thai his memory had not been too badiy damaged by the 

stroke. 
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Koestler considered there was a danger that pictoriai thinking couId be too Iiterd 

and not gooci at expressing abstract ideas. But if an architect is going in the opposite 

direction, trying to express an abstract idea in concrete fonn then selecting suitable 

images that can convey the idea is important. Gowans considered "the hallmark of great 

Western architecture throughout history" as the "appropriate specific application" of 

abstract principIes." 

images and mernory are dependent on each other. images in dreams. however 

marvellous. are not easily remembered afkr waking. Memory is not something that can be 

taken for granteci as  was demonstrateci by the incredibly swift loss of the memory of the 

Graeco-Roman civilisation after the fa11 of Rome. or the individual loss of memory that 

can follow a stroke or other illness. The lesson is that if we Iose culturai memory we lose 

civilisation, or. in the case of the individuai. the integrity of the penonality. Memory is not 

automatic: it is lost h m  generation to generation if there is no stntcture for retaining the 

co1Iective memory. 1s that not why those bent on destroying ideas make a priority of 

burning books? 

Aristotie considered that memory belonged to the same part of the soul as 

imagination; images @hantasmata) were collected by the senses and stored in memory to 

fiiel the imagination which was the intermediary between perception and thought. Frances 

Yates, in discussing Giordano Bnmo's ( 1 54% 1600) use of images, ernphasised the 

significant roIe of the imagination in ordering images in mernory?6 The importance of 

training memory was well understood by the Roman orators, including Marcus Tullius 
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Cicero (106-43 B.C.) who advocated the use of images to help remember more complex 

abstract ideas. in the 13& cenniry Thomas Aquinas. who apparently had a phenomenal 

memory, was completely familiar with this method3' Medieval manuscripts, and statuary. 

were full of ùnagery to recall abstract ideas of "Temperance," "Prudence." i justice,^ 

"Charity," "Envy." and the like. in the early 14& century Dante's images of Hel1 and its 

punishments in the Inferno might well be interpreted as a kind of memory system. 

With the rediscovery of ancient writings and thought in the Renaissance and the 

advent of the printed book there was no need for a curnbersome system of artificiai 

memory which used statues. tdismans and the like to create associations of ideas. A new 

interest. however. was kindled in the "Art of Mernory" by those, who. like Giordano 

Bnmo. were interested in the occult tradition. in the 1530s Giulio Carnillo erected a 

"Mmory Theatre in Venice at a time when the revival of the ancient theatre, due to the 

recovery of the text of Vitruvius by the humanists, was in full swing."38 

Daniel Millette referred to how institutions have developed "sophisticated means 

by which motive links are crezted between individuals. the collective and their memories. 

. . .Many of these links . . . are manifested through architecture, and whether intentional or 

not, each building acts as a monument that embodies specific messages."3Q Buildings are 

an element of human memory. Embodying ideds and aspirations of a period, buiIdings, as 

Clark pomted out*, can tell much about the society that constructed them. They can aiso 

house physicai mernories, not only in the obvious way in Iibraries, art gaileries, museums, 

but also mental images in al1 kinds of ordinary buildings seen and used by human beings 
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on a daily basis. Buildings can evoke memories. too. in 1980 the Quebecois artist Antoine 

Dumas. painted a picture. which he cailed Reminiscence. of a simple family home with 

"ghost" grandparents on the verandah and a "ghost- family corning to visit in their -ghostu 

car - a house that evoked the mernories of people and times gone by. 

Townend was very irnpressed by a modern adaptation of Camillo's Mernory 

Theatre by his cousin. Richard Henriquez an architect in Vancouver. (A mode1 of 

Henriquez' Mernory Theatre was displayed at the Canadian Centre for Architecture in 

Mmtreal and at the Vancouver Art Gallery in 1993.'" ) Henriquez designed his Memory 

Theatre as a micnxiosm of his world to be an integral part of a room in his house. partly as 

an aide-memoire like Camillo's theatre. and partly as a "Curiosity Cabinet." as he said 

"being aware of and in touch with our past has to do with eveqdzing."" Henriquez was 

descrïbed by the dean of Canadian architectural education, Douglas Shadbolt. as "an 

architect with the eyes of an artist"'" Henriquez, the artist. had s h o w  Townend 

something that he had always understood intuitively that buildings f o m  links to the 

collective mernory. 

Imagination 

At McGiII Townend first experienced designing a building in his head before putting it on 

paper (see Chapter m. Professor John Bland gave his cIass an assignment of designing a 

chapel on a hiII. Townend szid he went home that evening and lay down on his bed. 

closed his eyes and imagineci the chapel a d  its setting. When he had worked out al1 the 

details and had a complete image in his h e d ,  he made a painting of it. i.= Corbusier and 



Frank Lloyd Wright both "imagined" buildings in their heads before cornmimng anything 

to paper. Le Corbusier d e s c r i ï  the process. 

Lorsqu'une tâche m'est confi&. j'ai une habitude de la 
mettre au dedans de ma mémoire. c'est à dire de ne me 
permettre aucun croquis, pendant des mois. ta tête humaine 
est ainsi faite qu'elle possède une certaine indépendence: 
c'est une boîte dans IaqueIle on peut verser en vrac les 
éléments d'un probléme. On laisse dler "flotter". %ijoterU. 
"fermenter".s 

Frank Lloyd Wright advocated a very similar method: "Conceive the buildings in 

imagination. not first on paper but in the minci. thoroughly. before touching paper. Let the 

building, living in imagimtion, dwelop gradually, taking more and more definite fonn 

before committing it to the drafting board."' 

Sullivan's "formula" that fonn followsfùnction had become a revered dicnmi by 

the time Townend and his fellow students at McGill heard it in the mid- 1940s. But even 

for Sullivan there was an imaginative element: "He [Sullivan] discovered that in truth it 

was not simply a matter of form expressing fimction, but the vital idea was this: That the 

function created or organized its form.- Steel revolutionized construction. No longer 

were buildings Iimited in height by masonry construction. This gave the architect a f k s h  

opportunity to be creaîïve, and according to Sullivan: "the lofty steel frame makes a 

powerful appeal to the architectural imagination." imagination. Sullivan considemi, was 

the essentiai ingredient-m 

The Scot, William M. writing in 1767, studied the creative pmcess and 

considered that imagination contriiuted the most. DufFthought that, "ail discoveries and 



inventions m science and art were the result of the imaginatiocW Judgment tempered 

imagination's excesses. and taste added "a sense of aesthetics to the col& evaiuative 

in writing on the aesthetics of architecture. Roger Scruton. also emphasised the 

importance of imagination in the creative process: 

Since the eighteenth century. miagination has been the 
ruiing concept in aesthetic theory. For both wume and 
Kant] it was imagination which knits together the scattered 
data of the senses into a pattemeci image of the world 
[Kant] saw it as a capacity exercised in every act of 
perception, a force active in the formation of every image 
and every cognitive state." 

Scmton himself. however. was scepticai of the mie of imagination in creativity. -For what 

could it mean. to say that there is a single faculty exercised in seeing. remembermg, and 

imagining. and that imagination is the proper narne for it? , . . in memory and perception, 

however. the object is thought of as reak seeing is believing."' 

The flowering of the architecnd imagination involves many pn>cesres. Northrop 

Frye was not thinking particulariy of architecturai imagination when he  observed. %e 

fundamental job of the imagination m ordinary life is to produce. out of the society we 

have to live in, a vision of a society we want to iive in."" But this is preciseiy what the 

archïtecnnal imagination should do. It imagines a human environment where there had 

been none. 

in discussing language. Frye distinguished between iiterature. the language of the 

imagination, and ordinary conversation or words conveying infiormation. Al1 three overfap, 



however. as we use our miagmation a11 the time in every-day couvenation m practical 

life. in dreams. But literaîure. says Northrop Frye. "speaks the language of imagiaation and 

the mdy of litexahne is supposed to train and improve the nnagination."' 

If mstead of language we substitute buildings, it is possible to rnake a roue 

anaiogy wrth Frye's argument Human beings inhabit and use buildings of every kind 

eveiy &y. Even the most modest structure requires imagination to build it But the work of 

the architect is the true inteqmtation and realisation of the buildings of the imagination. 

There is in both literature and architecture what Roger Scniton calls "a sense of the 

ordered achievement of meaning. rather than its random accumulation."' Needless to Say. 

both m iiteriiture and m architemm there are failures of the imagination. or perûaps. 

rather. failures of ski11 to concretise the ideas successfully. 

Deiight 

For Townend "king an artist" meant actively usmg his imagination to bring 

together images in his memory and to sort and select those that were appropnate for his 

purpose to produce %e ordered achievernent of meaning" in a design. images, memory 

and w o n  together f o d  the great synthesiser chat combined the science of 

building techniques and the knowledge of fimction and purpose to create Palladio's third 

component of successfid arcMeacre: "deiight." Delight implies that it is not enough for a 

building to be solidly constnicted and to have the requisite number and shape and size of 

funaional divisions within it. A building should also provide a vision of society we want 

to Iive m. This is where the artistic architectural imagination plays such a pivotal d e .  



The Montreaier Michel Lmcourt. now professor of architecture m Strasbourg. 

combmed al1 of Palladio's ideas of "finmiess commodity and delight" to mtroduce the 

quest for "elegance" as the prime design objective in architecture. By elegance he meant 

the "symbiosis of excellence and magnificence; that i s  to solve the pmblem thomughly 

and hlly with a fnigality of means, and to erect buildings and cities that will endure and be 

considered elegant by present and future generat ion~.~ 

In d e r  to "experiencew buildings Lincourt evolved a mehdology baxd on the 

phenomenology of the Gemian philosopher Edmund Husseri. "Phenomenology is a far- 

reaching system of thought that advocates a retum to things themselves in order to 

describe those things as they appear to consciousness; that i s  as phenomcna perceived 

outside any preconceived ide~logy."~ As was shown also by the Nonvegian architcchiral 

theorist. Christian Norberg-Schulz, the phenomenological approach has widc applicatioas. 

He used that method to study the writings of the Gennan philosopher M& Heidegger to 

examine the iatter's attitudes to architecture. For mstance. Norberg-Schulz comments on 

Heidegger's example of a bridge across a stream which, by its existence. creates a new 

human place in the landscape. Norberg-Schult also interprets Heidegger's concept of 

dweiiing as king at peace m a protected place, which architecture can bnng about.% 

Using a phenomenological method Lmcourt examineci the architecturai phenomcna to 

discover the "character" or "essence, " the "elegance- of a building that cxists beyond 

geametric and materiai featurcs. 



Geoffrey Scott. in ïhe .4rchitecture ofHuwumism. d e S c n i  deiight m architecture 

as foIlows: 

interwoven with practicai ends and their mechanical 
solutions we rnay trace in architecture a third and diffèrent 
factor - the disinterested desire for beauty. This desire does 
not. it is ûue. cuiminatc here m a purcly acsthetic restllt. for 
it bas to deai with a concrete basis which is militarian. It is. 
none the less. a purely aesthetic impuIse. an uupuise distinct 
h m  ail the others which architecture rnay simuitaneously 
satisfi. an impulse by virtue of which architecture becomes 
art." 

Koestler calls the aesthetic impulse the emotÏve aspect. which combined with the 

inteliectual aspect. together produce the work of art: %e two together - intellecnial 

illumination and exnotional catharsis - are the essence of the d e t i c  experience. The first 

constitutes the moment of mrtb: the second provides the experience of beauty.48 This is 

the artistic "impulsew of the architecturai imagination. 
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Cbapter n - Foandation: The Making of an hhi t ec t  

This chapter will show how Townend's background in Jamaica. education at the McGill 

School of Ar~hitechne~ and his archnectural qqxemïceshrp in Sudbury ail contributed to 

the development of his architectural imagination. 

Jamaica 

S. Arthur Townend was born in Cuba in 1924, but soon moved with his famly to Jamaica 

where they owned a banana and coconut plantation called New Ramble. niere was always 

much activity with about 500 people employed m tending the crops. hoeing and ptuning. 

aucking the bananas to the wharf for shrpping. extracting the coconut mea. 

Townend may have mhcrited a predisposition for building from his father w b  

converted an old shed into a finnihrre factory where he employed many people. 

Townend's fatha was ingenious and 

mventive and loved solving problerns: 

for instance. devising a gravity fed water 

supply tiom a spring in the hillside 100 

feet above the house, or dryers for the 

coconut to make mprz5' The family 

iived in a spacious colonial home, 
F m 1  - N o v R a m b i e ~ n h o u s e i n J a m a i c a .  
cirildlioad home of T d  surromded on the two storeys by shady 

verandahs open to the breeze of the irade winds. ( F i  1 ) 

in that climate people spend most of their thne outdoors. There was a surroundîng 

*en, fidl of tropical planîs and trees, with a tennis court in the lower part. in the 
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"banana waIkW was a swinxning pool fed by another spring. Townend thwght that 

Jamaica was "nich a marvellous place to gmw up in.- His eariiest artisac sensbitity was 

forrned by the bilstle and wariety of the plantation. and the briiiiant ligtit and colour and 

fi.eedom of the tropics. 

Jamaica did not have IMD~ good schools, and Towuend thedore. was constdered 

very privileged to be able to go to a boardmg school at a very young age. Later he went to 

M m  College. another boardmg school with about 120 pupils. situated m the hills ZOO0 

feet above sea level. on the south Coast of the island. with splendid views of the Caribbean 

far below. 

At Monro. Townend developed a sensitive artisbc apprcciation. He was not good 

at sports. so he was lucky to have an art rnaster. Peter Carter. who recognised a talent for 

drawing and encouraged him to sketch. Seymour Thomas, mother student at Monro. and 

Townend. painteci whenever they had the opportuntty. "AI1 the spare time we couid find 

when we were at school we paintcd,"' There was an amiual cornpetition amongst al1 the 

schools m Jamaica fm an "Art Shield" which was won f k  several years in a row by Arthur 

Townend and Seymour Thomas representing Monro College. 

The couege buildings themselves had an impact on Townend Marty tmies he 

sketched the rather austere, stone buildings. wbich bore witness to the Scottish influence 

of the fonder of the school. When Towncnd was m his teens, he saw plans for additions 

to the schooi buildings, and was fascmated to discover that thcy showed % h m  to put 

every stone, wery brick, every nail, every bolt. and 1 just couidn't believc that an architect 

couid put al1 thai information m a d r a w i ~ g . ~  Townend's imagination was stimuiated as 
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he sudddy reaiised the potential m those plans wbich unlacked secrets to the organisarion 

of the building process. He thought that seeing these plans. dong wïth the encouragenient 

given k m  by Peter Carter m arf were the two most important factors in his eventuaiiy 

choosmg architecture as a ~areer?~ 

After Ieaving school in 1941 Tomend worked for a land unveyor. At that t h e  

there was no universtty in Jamaica but he had heard about McGill where the son of the 

CE0 of the Jamaica Gov-ent Railway, Charlie Fox. had gone to study engineering. 

Towaend thought that McGiIl was or@ an engineering school; he did not know it was a 

rniiversity with many other departmeuts and fanrltia. 

The followi~~g year Townenci set off fw Montreai to study at the McGill School of 

Engineering. Every aspect of the trip was fascinating and exciting to him. He made the 

joumey by flying boat h m  Jamaica to Cuba and on to Miami. and then north by tram. For 

the seventeen-year old it was a great adventure where everything was new and stimulabng. 

Not only the landscape. vegetation, Iight and colour were compietety dfferent from that of 

Jamaica, but aiso the man-made environment. He broke the joumey in New York City 

where he was astonished by the height and density of the buildings. A busmess associate 

of his father arrangeci to have his young wxetary show T m e n d  the sights of the city, 

tabg him to the top of some of the tallest skyscrapers. Mer a few days m New York he 

continued the joumey to Montreal by traiaM 

In Canada, durîng that iate summer of 1942, men aged eighteen and over were at 

the war. Students under the age of eighteea like the seventeen-year old Townend, went 

West to the Rairies to heip with the harvest as their conû1'bution to the war effort, Shortly 
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afterwards. Townend became iII and spem three months m the Montreal Generai Hospital- 

Eva BarnhiIl who was traming to be a nurse there in the FaiI of 1942. remembered that. at 

f k t .  nobody seemed to know what was wrmg with him. After further investigation he 

was d i a g n o d  with polio.b' This lengthy stay m hospital had a lasting effm on Townend 

as he had plenty of time to think how the design of the buildings couid be mipmved h m  

the patient's point of view. By the time he had recovered sufficiently to go home to 

convalesce. Townend had discovered that McGiIl was a university. where there was not 

only a School of Engineering, but also a School of Architecture. Mer taking a year out to 

recover h m  polio. he retumed to McGill m 1943 and this time enrolled in the School of 

Architechire. 

McGiii University School of Architecture 

Townend couid not have amved at the School of Architecture at a better time. Not for the 

last time in his career. he was defhitely in the right place at the right the. A h  years of 

difficulty. the School had a new Director. John Bland, who had k t l ~ e d  a new 

curriculum. This new curriculum. so rigorous. disciplined and demanding on the one han& 

and so stimuiating, inspiring and Iiberating on the other. provideci the perfèct baiance, the 

yin and yang needed to engage eager young mincis. The lessons Townend learned at 

McGiIl stayed with hmi fm the rest of his profcssional life. 

When he arrived at McGili. Townend was compIeteIy unaware of the history of the 

School and the people who had f m e d  it. However. the new ciimcuium for the study of 

architecture did not appear out of a vacuum, but had grown out of the different idluences 

that had formed the School. In 18% the first tmiversity chair of architecture in Canada was 
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established at McGilI University in Montreai. The first tiuee directors of the School of 

Architecture had been tramed in Scotiand and this had an nnportant bearïng on how the 

school dweloped Their açcumulated legacy. r&ed over the years. infiuenced the 

curricuium that Townend followed in 1943. 

Stewart Henbest Capper ( 1 859- 1925). the first Director 18%- 1903, graduated with 

fust class honours h m  the University of Edïnburgh in 1880. then studied for three years 

at the ~co le  des Beaux Arts in Paris. He tenuned to Edinburgh where he and Sydney 

Mitchell ( 1 856- 1 930) worked with the dynamic city planner Sir Patrick Geddes in the 

reconditioning and revitalisation of the Old Town of Edinburgh. A scholar and bn1lia.t 

iinguist (he had also studied at Heideiberg University and had worked for several p u s  in 

Portugal and Spainlb6 Capper brought a wide range of humanistic interests. talents and 

ideas to the newly formed School of Archkcture at McGiII. An excellent administrator. 

Capper arrangeci for a welI-equippeâ cirafting room and obtained books and other 

publications for the specid architechrral section of the University Libraryraryb7 He combined 

the Beaux-Arts techniques. which emphasised the principle of clear. rational. ordered 

planningw with the fresh approach to simplicity and a retum to %admon" advocated in 

Edinburgh by S b  Rowand Anderson ( 1 834- 192 1 ) as an antidote to mid-nineteenth century 

eclecticism.69 

Capper was foiiowed by Percy Nobbs ( 1 875- 1964), -or 1903- 19 1 3, who spent 

bis early years in St Petersburg before retuming to his native Scotland to continue his 

education. Another graduate of the University of Edinburgh. Nobbs was an assistant to Su 

Robert Lorimer ( 1 864- 1 929). the ïnfiuential Scottish architect, who had adopted Rowand 
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Anderson's ideas of "simplicityP and the integrity of traditional Scottish architecture of the 

fifieenth. sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. Lorimer's work in encouraging the ancient 

Scottish crafts was akin to the Arts and Crafts Movement in Engiand Nobbs favoured "a 

sober architecture. well-built. functional and respective of its surroundingsU% his 

attempt to produce a Canadian vernacdar architecture. Nobbs combmed aspects of 

Lorimer's work and of the Arts and Cr& Movement in England. with elements of the 

indigenous old Quebec architecture. (Nobbs served overseas in the anny during World 

War 1, but in 19 19 he returned no longer as Director but as a tacher in the School of 

Architecture. 1:' 

Ramsay Traquair ( 1 874- 1 952). Director 1 9 13- 1 939. was aiso educated at the 

University of Edinburgh. and at the University of Bonn and the Royal College of Art in 

Edinburgh. He had apprenticed in Capper's office and later worked for Sir Robert Lorimer 

and Sydney Mitchell. Traquair was a student at the Sritish Schwl of Archaeology in 

Athens studying Byzantine mediaeval architecture. At McGill he followed his 

predecessors in the "pragmatic philosophy of architectural education which was concenied 

with traditional values and sound building practices."" 

In keeping with the teachings of Rowand Anderson and Robert Lorimer. who 

advocated the direct study of old buildings in order to develop a t d y  aationai architecture 

m ~cotIan&" Nobbs had started surnmer school surveys of the traditional buildings of 

Quebec in his search for a national character in Canadian architecture. Traquair enlargecl 

this practice, making the sketching and survey summer school a compulsory element in the 

architecture curriculum. 
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One of T r a q w s  successors as Director of the School of Architecture was a 

former student. John Bland. who rernernbered Traquair's infectious enthusiasrn: 

He was concemed with materiais. He was concemed with 
traditional buildings for particular uses, buildings with good 
constmction and good use of materials. building carefully on 
a site in respect to the conditions of the site and the clirnate. 
Al1 these things were very real for Traquair. . . he discovered 
that the old French Canadian buildings foilowed these 
prùiciples. He took us to see houses and churches where you 
could see the simplicity of the stmcture. the conectness of 
the use of stone and the use of big timbers, the clever 
construction of the roofs. and the carved-wood decoration of 
the interior." 

(The surveys produced by the students working under Traquair resulted in a remadcable 

record published as The Old Architecture of~uebec . '~  Long out of print, this extraordinary 

resource was recently republished by McGi11 University as a celebration of the centenary 

of the SchooI of Architecture.) For Traquair those old Quebec buiidings epitomised 

Vitruvius* (and Palladio's) ideal architecture of "finnness, cornrnodity and deligk" 

John Bland relates how Traquair had refused to take part in a competition. 

organised by the Royal Architectural institute of Canada (RAiC), to design a broadcasting 

centre, because "he objected to a Beaux-Arts fashion of designing a building that was an 

exercise in composing a façade and a plan . . , on no particular site, of no stated material, 

and for an ill-defined use."76 Traquair's views on architecture influenced his students, 

including John Bland. Traquair retired in 1939, followed a year later by Nobbs who had 

been teaching Design & Planning. 

The Schwl of Architecture at McGill only barely survived the Depression. From 

1929 until the outbreak of the Second WorId War there was much unernployment, little 
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optimism and almost no work for architects. EnroIment piummeted and PrincipaI Lewis 

Douglas wanted to close the School. A group of young architects sent a memorandum 

dated 10 Januaryl938. to Douglas expressing their alarm about the possibility of the 

School's demise, and. at the same time. suggesting improvements and changes to the 

School. including the forrning of an "Advisory Cornmittee" and the admission of women. 

Some of the criticisms were "outdatedness of some of the courses, the doubdul value of 

the School's museurn of antiques. the absence of courses in Regional Planning. Town 

Planning. and Housing, and a lack of encouragement in self-expression and original 

t h o u g h ~ " ~  

Philip Turner. the Acting Director of the School during this critical p e n d  

h m  1939 to 194 1. enlisted the support of several distinguished Montreal architects and. 

with their help and that of his young Executive Secretary. John Bland. he managed to 

persuade the newly appointed Principal of McGiII, F. CyriI James (Principal 1939- 1962). 

to Save the School of Architecture. Principal Cyril James, with admirable prescience. 

considered that the School of Architecture wodd play a key role in post-war 

reconstruction when there would be a great need for architects. James, in addition to k i n g  

Principal of McGill, was Chaixman of the Canadian Government's Advisory Cornmittee 

on Reconstruction 1940-1 943 and was co-author of the Report that advocated the 

establishment of  a Federai Govenunent Department of Reconstruction, which was 

eventually formed in 1944, with the dynamic Hou. C. D. Howe as Mimister. 

At McGiU SchooI of Architecture an Advisory Cornmittee was fomed m 1939 to 

address pmblems of curriculum, administration and, a big change, the admission of 
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women- As Turner was elderiy md ill. John Bland involved the Advisory Cornmittee. 

whose members by then were al1 unemployed. in the nmning of the School. in 1941, when 

Turner retireci due to il1 healtk. Principal James appointed John Bland Director of the 

School of Architecture: an important new era had begun. 

John Bland was the first Canadian to head the School of Architecture at McGill. of 

which he hirnself was a graduate. After graduating h m  McGill in 1933. Bland went to 

Britain where he canied on like the student of Traquair that he was. -1 walked mainly and 

took a sketch book and sketched thing~."~' He enrolled in postgraduate studies in Planning 

at the Architecturai Association School in London. After graduating with honours in 1937 

from the AA. he worked for the Planning Department of the London County Coucil and 

travelled extensively on the continent. Then. with Harold Spence-Sales, Bland started an 

architectural and planning practice and together they won many competitions. 

On his appointment as Director of the School of Architecture in 194 1. with the 

support of Principal Cyd James, Bland started to revise the curricuIum and appoint new 

rnembers of staff. Bland took advantage of the Faculty of Engineering, to which the School 

of Architecture was attache& by requiring that ail students in architecture have the same 

preliminary training for senior matriculation and take the sarne cIasses that the engineers 

had in physics, chemistry. and mechanics in first year Engineering. This foundation was to 

provide the knowledge and skill to build with "fmess." The *dents in architecture 

then could proceed to work with practising architects and others in architecturai design, 

where they wouid leam about appropnate design for specific purposes. Bland thought that 

this was a good c~mbination.~~ 
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John Bland's insistence on mcluding the stringent Engneering courses was 

vindicated later by Arthur Townend who Oegan his studies at the School of A r c h i e  m 

September 1943. He responded well to the ngour of the new curriculum. especiaily 

enjoying physics which was taught by Professor David Arnold K q s .  who later went on to 

be Vice President of the National R m h  Council in charge of the Atomic Energy 

Project. Chalk River. Townend recails: 

Dr Keys l e d  m a theatre that heid about six hundred 
students h m  ail the different disciplines. arts and science 
and architecture and engineering, so it was a very large 
elementary physics class. 1 know that 1 was one of the three 
top students when we did the exams for that class. 
Afterwards Keys said. 'Why don? you drop architecture and 
do physics?' Well. 1 always loved elementary physics. but 1 
don? know anything about nuclear physics or advanced 
physics; but 1 found it useful to bave that kind of 
understanding in architecttm later onSm 

One of Townend's fellow students. I. Malcolm "Mac* McLean. added his reminixences 

of Dr Keys' physics class, saying that he had a gift for teaching the lesson so that anyone 

codd understand and remember it. On one occasion Keys hung a piece of wood on a wire 

and look a gun and shot a bullet into the wood to get movement; this experiment was on 

At the McGill School of Architecture the aspect of "delight" in architecture was 

fostered by two unusual men. Dr Arthur Lismer and his former pupil, Gordon McKinley 

Webber, whom Bland had attracted to the School. Their teaching in art and design 

stimuiated and disciplineci the imaginations of their students. Their influence on the 
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buddmg architects was profound and lasting. and Arthur Townend and his fellow students 

were amon@ the fim to benefit from their teaching 

Arthur Lismer. a painter and teacher. a founding member of  the Group of Seven, 

was the Educational Supervisor for the Montreal Museum of Fine Arts. In 194 1 Lismer 

agreed to teach part-tirne in the School of Architecture where he taught Hisrop of.4rt. 

Theop of Design and later Freehand Dnming. John Bland remernbered that Lismer's 

"lectures were vivid and surprising because he would draw what he wanted to talk about. 

People would take photographs of the blackboard after his lectures were through. They 

were a~tonishing.~' The smdents were just as impressed as the Director of the School. 

Arthur Townead recalled how. during drnwing classes. "Arthur Lismer would come over 

and do a quick pencil sketch of a mode1 then cnrmple up the papa and throw rt a ~ a y . ~ '  

After class students wouid rerrieve the cnmipled drawings h m  the wastepaper basket. 

"Mac" McLean a d d d  "Limer was such a gentleman and a charming man. Some people 

can teach and some people can't teach, and he had the rare ability to be able to get you out 

of your shell. your mechanical she11. and open you up.""" 

McLean met Townend in their first year. There were only twelve students in 

architechire so it was easy to get to h o w  everyone; "1 had Art come to my home m 

AyImer. Quebec. for the odd weekend that son of thing. The first two years 1 didn't live 

where he di& The thid, fourth and fifb years we lived in the Anglican Diocesan ColIege 

right across the ha11 h m  each other." Whle they were staying at the Diocesan College, 

McLean was asked to a dance at the Monireal Generai Nurses' Residence. "1 went to Art's 

room right across h m  mine and said I've got a blind date, and her name is Eva Barnhill. 
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So he tunied amund and picked a photograph aIbum from a sheif. and he sa id  %me she 

is.' Eva had nursed him when he had polio.d' Sot long a* &radrtation Eva and Mac 

were rnarriect Their connection wïth Towuend cuntinued after theif McGill dap. th& 

paths cmssing and re-crossing over the years- 

in their fourth year at McGilL Townend and McLean a d  another student. Maurice 

Girard entered a cornpetrtion for srnail house designs sponsod by Central Mortgage and 

Housing. For this project McLean moved nArthur's bed into my bedroom and set up three 

cirafting tables m his bedroom. . . . Art's job was to do the perspective of the houses that 

the three of us designed . . . [ana this is where 1 really recognised bis freehand abiiity."'"' 

Townend's sketching talent had aiready been recognised at xhool m Jamaica and cleariy 

under the inspireci teaching of Arthur Lismer this ability deveioped and flourished as 

never before. 

it was Lismer who had suggested to J o h  Bland that he engage Gordon Webber. a 

former pupil of Lismer at the Ontario College of Art. Webber was to teacb a course in 

Elements of Design. based on the modifieci huhaus courses of the Schooi of Design in 

Chicago where Webber had studied rmder Lado Moholy-Nagy. The original Staatliches 

Bauhaus. founded m Germany in 1902, had similar aims to the Arts and Crafts movement 

in England, namely, to encourage the work of artisans and craî?smen. in 19 19 Waiter 

Gropius introduced the idea of combining the arts and crafts with technology and 

engineering in design. The influence of the "New Bauhaus" teachings took root m the 

United States with the mival there in the late 1930s of several of the Bauhaus former 

teachers such as Lazlo Moholy-Nagy, Walter Gropius and Mies van der Rohe. 
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In reply to a request for more infizmation on his work by W. E Carswell of the 

University of Torwto School of Arctiitecnrre, Webber said tbat his courses were designeci 

30 explore the basic elemeas of visual mater. whether two or three dimenstonai: the 

relationshrp to architecture is made ciear to the student at the beginnmg of the study."- 

Line. shape. Iight. colour. texture. space and movement were studied in depth. Bland was 

very happy tbat Webber's course in the basic elemems of design complemented so well the 

basic courses in mathematics, physics and chernistry provideci by the Facufty of 

Webber taught courses or workshops in ïhe Basic Elements 
of Design in the second third. fourth and tifth years. Mer 
his experience m Chicago. he sought only structurai pattem. 
colour, texture and essence of design in things that caught 
his eye. Lismer saw his talent for design analysis . . . as 
almost the reverse of design in architecture and imagined he 
would be a stimulâtmg influence m the Mail1 School. At 
fvst he (Webber] was incomprehensible. not a persuasive 
lecturer and o h  vague and inconclusive. Students had their 
own idea of what design was. aad found his first 
assignments pamfuily discip1ined In time it becarne clear 
that men [when j ananging two bricks together. or choosing 
the place for an opening in a wall. there were design 
~pporttmities.~ 

Webbefs influence on McGill shidents was profound J. Malcolm McLean describeci an 

assignment, referred to by John B I 4  which was also remembered vividly by Arthur 

Gordon Webber, 1 would say, was the most important 
professor in my remembrance of McGill. We used to have a 
colour workshop with him one or two afternoons a week. 
4nd such elwentary, or seemingiy elementary, things as 
taking a piece of show card about 20 by 30, and putting in 
about 100 squares about 2 inches square. The exercise this 



week was to take one dot. and put that dot m 100 different 
squares. The next lesson would be to take two dots. Thcn we 
did it in colour as well as m bbck and white. 1 used to think 
this was the m m  idiotic sort of thmg 1 could be doing: 1 
thought 1 was down there to study Architecturehitecture But now 
that 1 think back about i t  and during my whole architcaural 
career. 1 fek that he conmbuted as much. if not more, than 
any other professor. 1 found that when you design an 
elevatian and yw are arranging feuestration. 1 would think 
of Webber conthuaily, about bis dots and his dashes and his 
straight lines and his crwked lines." (Fig9re 2) 

As noted eartier. Professor Ramsay Traquair had demonstratecf the value of the summer 

sketchhg school to houe not onIy skilb in drawing and watercoloin. but also to develop 

keen senses of observation and critical appreciation. Continuing Traquait's tradition. h m  

1942 o n e  Arthur Lismer. joined the following year by Gordon Webber, taught the 

sketching course in a different location 
O O O 

0 O cvery year. usuaIly a small-sized town. 

O O w 

a The students had to explore the ami in 

, *  0 9  6 
detail and make sketches studying the 

Townend reveI1ed in these excursions. 
- . 

remmiscent of his eariy experiences in 

Figatre 2 - Webbers excrcise of dots and straight lines 
Jamaica, but with the h h  challenge of 

m g  to capture the character and spirit of a new land McLean aiso remembered the 

sketching courses as 

really wonderfiil experiences, The pinpose was to capture 
the spint of the locality. [One time] m Quebec City, in the 
m w e s t  street in North America caiied Sous-Ie-Cap, there 



were clothesliues anoss the sueet and ail sorts of clothes 
hanging there- We were down t h e  sketchmg. includmg the 
clothes. and 1 ranember this lady comiug up behmd me and 
she was so excited. "Voik mes culottes?' 

-.*._._. . .-U ... -+-- coioured crayons) of items that were to _ .. ..- - -_. . 
u--. 

be recorded by the studems in many 

different media with notations "about .'I <-.-.-. u....., rr -, - .k ' . r-1 i.-SCt. * 
'-'*\- -- rt U - u t = .  * -.. -- 

-..- 
character of this region - wood (living. ..- ... 

y -. . .- -y*- - - -- .-,. --m. 
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dead green. dry, meriogged -..-. - .,+..- 
- A C -  -+rr<. 

--., 
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having shape. stn~cture. colour, texture. and relationship to tirne, Wear. climate, usern 

Bmce Anderson, a graâuate of the School of Architecture in 1964. a former 

Director (1 985-90) and still a Professor there, wmte a monograph on Gordon Webber m 

1996, m which he quoted many reminiscences of Webber h m  his former students al1 

praismg Webber's ski11 as a tacher.@ Webber taught students "how to select and use 

materials for their texture and form; how to enbance stnictural elements. . . . The 'ligtit 
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modulation' ex- suessed the imporrance of 'eyeing' architeam and art by means of 

Arthur E r i c b  who designeci many fine buildings including Simon Fraser 

Universrty. the Courthouse and the Museum of Anthropology m Vancouver. was also 

"inspireci by his teôchings.* In the Catalogue of the National Gallery of Canada the entry 

mder Arthur Erickson. Architecf mentions his studying with oniy one professor. %ordon 

Webber at McGill University. 1946-50.- Another illustrious graduate of the School was 

Moshe Safdie. architect of the National GaIlery of Canada and the Desmarais Building of 

the Montreal Museum of Fme Arts. Safiiie credited Webber with ^appqrïately opening 

our min& to the miprobable and showing us that wc were constrained by nothing but our 

own imaginati~ns.~ 

Townend found Webber's unusual classes liberating and inspiring. Some of the 

most memorable of Webbefs exercises for Arthur Townend were what Anderson caIled 

the textural "feelies." Townend describeci the expenment as foIlows: 

One of the things that sticks in my mind was that Webber 
had us design by touching. You couldn't see; you could only 
feel it, 1 remember putting my hand hto a long hose and 
feeling the different thmgs, but you didn't set them. You 
recognised them by toucb Gordon Webber worked with 
Arthur Lismer and he worked with the Director of the 
School, Joim Bland, But he was a nmarkable man m his 
owa rigk9' 

Webber's disciplineci approach to design stayed with Tomend. Not d y  the texture of 

materiais, but also the importance of colour and light became feanires of Townend's work 

in the fùture. 
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One of Bland's great strengths was the abiSi to attract to the School excellent 

teachers who had great freedom to teach what uuiy mterested them, No specific ideology 

(the French classicism of Beaux-Arts. or Modernism of the Bauhaus. for instance) was 

taught. but rattier the students were exposed to a great diversity of ideas and approaches to 

architechire. In this way Bland thought that at McGill they had the "oppommity of helpmg 

people deveiop them~elves .~ 

Moshe Safdie remarked on the balance of teachers each with his own emphasis. 

'John B h d  created this mood m the school tbrough a potent blend of tolerance and 

opemess on one han6 and. on the other, deeply rooted convictions of what architechne is 

about.- namely. "the art of building, m t e d  in technology of construction and forever in 

search of the appropriate interpretation of programme and purpose. and its imprint on the 

s p a t d  organisation of the building."'* Having been educated in this McGill enviromnent 

wrth the ideals of 'Yimtness. commodity and delight." Safdie himself was appalled when 

he went to Harvard in 1978 to find students "regurgitating the already regurgitated 

f o d a t i o n s  that passed as revisions to modemisrn" without considering "how a building 

might respond to its purpose and programme. what might be the tectonic means of its 

construction? How might it tit m and draw on the potentiai of its site and setthg?"I0' 

Safdie's reactions were very similar to those of Traquair when asked to design a Beaux- 

Arts Broadcasting building. 

Townend considered that Bland himself played a vital role as a teacher. stimulahg 

the imaginations of his students. As mentioned in Chapter 1 m the discussion on 

"imagmation". Townend rernembered one class assigmnent that Bland gave where he 
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suggpkâ that the sudents design a chape1 on a hiii, Townend said he went home that 

evening and lay on his bed aaginuig the chape1 on the hill. Next &y he did a watercolour 

of his imagined chape1 and presented it to Professor B l d  Bland was so mipresseci by 

Townend's painting that he hung it on the wall for al1 to see. Years iater when Townend 

graduated. Bland rernembered that pamtmg and remarked upon it "" Arnong other courses. 

Bland tau@ History of Architecture. while Arthur Lismer taught History of .bt. Townend 

realised throt@ these courses. the important role that history played in revealing human 

values. hopes and aspirations through architecture. 'O3 

The Class of '48. which inciuded Townend and McLean, had been exposed to 

many different a r c h i t e c d  ideologies and schools of thought n e y  had experienced a 

course of studies that Bland thought 'sormd in its Sciences and free III its Arts." Douglas 

Shadbolt. Professor Exneritus. Schwl of Architecture at the University of British Columbia 

illustrated how "free in its Arts" was dernonsûated by John Bland's own course in the 

Hktory of Architecture. . .[wherein] he deliberately and carefully twk steps to offset the 

fanaticism of de Piero on Mies, and Esdaile on Le Corbusier. by introducing us to 

Kindergarten Chats by Louis Sullivan and to Frank Lloyd Wright."'o( Arthur Enckson 

summed up Bland's contribution to the education of the young architects: "McGiII. due to 

John Bland.was the epitome of civilisation. He gathered a staff with highly conflichng 

views; guirky. eccenmc and fascinating. And he gave us Iicense to explore our impulses as 

far as we wished . . . .For evexyone. University was the time that the magic of their füture 

vocation was re~ealed."'~ 
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When Gordon Webber was appomted to the School m December 1942 he had 

written Bland asking if he couid bring any new books for the Itbrary- BIand requested 

books. amongst others. on and by Louis Sullivan, and Frank Lloyd Wright.lM Wright 

shared apOrtant concems with those m the Arts and Crafts movement in England. 'Morris 

had insisted upon an honesty anticipahg the modern pre~ccupation with 'truth to material' 

and suggested that buildings should be an mtrinsic part of their environment. Members of 

the second generation of the movement m England ha& in addition. insisted upon the 

relationship between the design of the building and its contents."'" In 1898 Wright was a 

founding member of the Chicago .Arts and Crafts Society and his "Prairie" buildings 

reflected many of their ideals. Wright differed however. h m  the purist members of the 

Arts and Cr* Society who beliwed in the sanctity of haud-made objects. He thought that 

modern machinery and technology shodd be harnessed to provide economic designs. 

Machinery, for Wright. was just another tool m the han& of the &man. This idea was 

later devetoped in the 1920s by Walter Gropius at the Bauhaus. 

Frank LIoyd Wright's work captured Townend's imagination Arthur Townend felt 

a great e i t y  with Wright's philosophy and work which he thought was tnily Nortb 

American, in contrast to the Empean perspedves of Le Corbusier and Mies van der Rohe. 

Townend thought Wright's approach to designing buildings m the United States could 

provide a mode1 for a more Canadian mdigenous architecture. He instinctiveiy unders td  

Wright's insistemce on tryuig to make a building blend mto the landscape and be 

appropriately designed for its pinpose, aims that were emphasised constantly m the McGill 

curricuium, following the tradition of Perey Nobbs, Ramsay Traquair and John B l a d  



in the summer of 1945. on the recommendation of another shident in architemm at 

McGiIl. Ray AflYeck who had worked m Sudbury the previous SUTnmer. Townend came to 

work m the ofice of Louis Fabbm. ~ p p r i a t e l y .  with the end of the war and the 

rehrrning veteraas, the very first building that Townend worked on that summer in Sudbury 

was the new Legion Building (now the union hall of the United Steelworkers Local 6500) 

at the corner of Frood Road and CoIlege Street. 

1 came here m 1945 for summer work and we worked a linle 
bit on the Canadian Legion Building (now the Steelworkers' 
Hall). Ray Affleck had worked on that building too, the 
previous summa. Ray was a year ahead of me when he came 
up here and w o r k d  Ray Affieck later became the principal 
of a large fixm of architects in Montreal [Affleck Desbarats. 
Dmiakopoulos, Lebensold Michaud and Sise] who, amongst 
other things. did the construction documents for Place Ville- 
Marie. He told me that Sudbury was a pretty good place to go 
to. 1 totally enjoyed the summer of 1945 in S ~ d b u r y . ' ~  

After graduation in 1948. Townend was mterested in Japanese architecture and hoped to go 

to Japan: *I was mtngued by the idea of the tatami mat. which dictated the site of a 

Japanese building, as an eariy f o m  of moduiar architecture.-'0g Since he did not have 

enough money for this mp. he decided to work for a while again in Sudbury to earn enough 

to go to Japan. (He never did go there tiil very much later but the concept of building in a 

modular fashion stayed with him.)' 'O Thus. in 1948. &er two decades of Depression and 

World War II, at the begùinmg of a period of prolific building and radical social change in 

Canada, Arthur Townend began his professional careex as an architect working for Louis 

Fabbro m Sudbury, Ontario. 
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Chapter III - Environment and Site: A iMarvellous Opportunity 

This chapter will show how Sudbury's geographicd setting, the topopphy of the site and 

the history of its built environment affécted Townend. H m  he found a great opporninity 

to do his architectural apprenticeship in a city on the verge of pst-war change and 

expansion. where he could put into practice and experiment with what he had learned at 

McGill, 

Following his graduation h m  McGiII in 1948. Townend went back to Jamaica 

where hîs parents very strongly suggested that he should practise architecture down there. 

Townend said. "It is interesring because 1 don't know what my life would have been like 

there. But 1 felt 1 wanted to do something on my own instead of k ing spoon-fed with work 

in Jamaica"'" As already mention4 Townend thought he  would like to go to Japan. but. 

as he did not have any money, he decided he wodd first try to earn some in Sudbury. He 

wrote a letter to Louis Fabbro. with whom he had worked in the summer of 1945 when he 

was still a student at McGill. In this way S. Arthur Townend. B-Arch. began his 

professional career in Sudbury working as a draftsman for Fabbro. 

When he first anived in Canada in 1942 Townend experienced the Canadian 

landscape when he travelled West by train fiom Montreal to the Prairies through the mgged 

Canadian Shield He had aiso seen something more of the Canadian ShieId in Sudbury in 

the summer of 1945. The Canadian architeci John C. Parkin said that every time he 

travelled across the country he was moved by the Canadian landscape. "Half the 

continental land mass is occupied by thick, bony plates of Precambrian rock. î l e  rest is a 

dwarfing sweep of Prairie, or a convulsion of fresh jagged moimtain peaks. No one can 
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live with such geography without king shaped by i~""' Townend found himself on the 

thick bony plates of Sudbury's Precambrian rock and over the next forty years the 

landscape challenged. inspireci and influenced his imagination. 

Sudbury's built environment also shaped Towaend. For a second time. Townend 

wris in the right place at the right tirne. After World War II. Sudbury benefitted h m  a 

period of ug.owth. prosperity and unbridled ~p t imism.~"~  The mining industry expanded to 

meet the demands of the Korean War ( 1950-1953). when the United States decided to 

stock-pile nickel. Dtning the 1950s. the "mining camp* mentality of Sudburians was king 

replaced with a sense of permanence and a future."' Sudburians wanted better facilities. 

and a better standard of living. There was. therefore. no shortage of work for architects 

responding to demands for housing, hospitais. schools. cultural and sports centres. 

churches. union halls, libraries, retail shopping centres. 

When Townend retumed to Sudbury afler graduating h m  McGill in 1948, he 

started work as a draftsrnan on the new Sudbury General Hospital (described as a Stalin- 

Eisenhower baroque ~itadel)"~ designed by Louis Fabbro. The new hospital was 

cornmissioned and owned by the Sisters of St Joseph of North Bay who. with other nursing 

orders, had been p i o n m  in providing hospitals and health care in Northern Ontario. This 

was a lucky break for Townend, part of the 'tnarvellous opportunity" that Sudbury offered 

a newly graduated young architect. First, he was Iucky that the Sistem of St Joseph, d i k e  

most other organisations who sought architects in Montreal and Toronto, had retained a 

Sudbury architect, Fabbro, to design their hospitai; secondly, Townend was l u c h  that he 

leamed about hospitai design h m  his first day on the job. 
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What has been written about architecture in Sudbury 

Little has been writtm about the architemm of Sudbury. There is aimost no mention of 

Sudbury either in specialized architectura1 joumais. in books on Canadian architecture or in 

historicd works deaiing with Sudbury and North-Eastern Ontario. W i e  m the social 

sciences there has been a plethora of books on many aspects of life m Sudbury and 

Northern Ontario. on the relationship berween the mining industry and the community. 

immigration and the distribution of population, the geography and environment. there is 

scant mention of architecture. 

Dr Cari Wallace directed a valuable study at Laurentian University on the historic 

buildings of Sudbury. Almost no architects are mmtioned except for W. Harland, fimm 

North Bay, who designed several fine Edwardian buildings in the years 1907 and 1908."~ 

Also. in Sudbu?: Rail Town ro Regional Capital,"' Wallace discusses buildings in the 

general histoncal context, In the same book AshIey Thomson States that. though P. J. 

Gorman (or O'Gorman) is credited as the "pioneer architect of Northeastern Ontario," the 

f k t  professional architect in Sudbury was Russell HaIton. who arrïved in 1903, but how 

long he stayed or what he designed is not reveaied. Thomson also mentions W. Harland. 

Aithough Dieter Buse writes most appdatively of the new buildings that were 

transfomiing the city centre in the 1970s. there is no mention of the architects. As will be 

seen in Chapter W. many of the buiIdings, which Buse and Wallace describe so lyrically, 

mcluding St Mary's Ukrainian Catholic Church, "a couple of striking ofice buildings," St 

Andrew's Place, the Chic Square complex, and the "stunning, multi-layered" Taxation 
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Data  entre,"' were designeci by Arthur Townend and his partner. J o b  Stefùxa. and their 

fi= 

A brief look at the history of Sudbury's built environment 

Kenneth Clark said " if1 had to say which was telling the truth about society. a speech by a 

Minister of Housing or the aaual buildings put up in his tirne. 1 should believe the 

in order to undemand the context. therefore. in which the post-war building 

boom occurred in Sudbury it is necessary to make a brief outfine of the history of the 

existing built en+ument. 

Sudbury came into bemg with the couscruction of the Canadian Pacific Railway 

h m  1883 to 1885. The land was typical of the Recambrian Canadian Shield. very mgged. 

with numemus iakes, streams and swamps scattered between the rocky pine-ciad hills. 

Beset by black flies and mosqunoes in the heat of summer. or by the bitter cold of winter. 

thousauds of men laboured at the hard and dangernus coustruction on the unforgiving 

terrain. The men were lodged m temporary rough log shanties which were erected quickly 

h m  materials at hand. 

Sudbury's beginnings were of a ternporary, accidental nature, with no promise of a 

funrre, especially when the construction crews moved on to Biscotasing in 1885. and the 

population of the f i  edgiing settirnent decreased significantly. Survive it did, bowever, 

largely due to the importance of the great pine forests to lumbering. 

Within a few decades, building styles included not only the basic WoW log 

buildings of the CPR temporary construction camp, and the shanties of the lumber camps, 

but aiso a deveIoping Sudbury "vernaculaf,n'm simple, small one-storey frame houses, 
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made pssible by the availability of lumber with standardised measurements fiom the 

nearby sawmills at Mimiow Lake, Junction Creek and Lake RamseqjT' (Figure 4). Plans 

were easily obtained h m  the T. Eaton 

Company. which "first included houses 

and building materiais in its 19 10 

catalogue."'" At the same time 

'po iite- two-storey buildings were 

built in brick. especiaily &er a council 

by-[aw of 19 10 stipulateci the use of 
F ~ C C  4 - S d b q v  verna& housex. 

brick. m the hope of reducing the 

danger of fire.13 

The origmal -folk" phase of log building, however. was what awaited the CPR 

physician, Dr W. H. Howey, who amved in Sudbury with his wife on 1 JuIy, 1883. They 

were amongst the f k t  inhabitants of the new village. severai months ahead of the railway. 

Mrs Howey describeci the btmkhouse built for the construction crew. 

of rough logs, about sixteen feet square. the crevices stuffed 
with moss for warmth, and banked up outside with sand or 
snow as the season permitted. . . .The roof of the buiidmg 
was made of "scoopsn which are fair sized logs sawn in two 
Iengthwise, hewn off srnootb on the bark side and hollowed 
out (scooped out) out on the flat side. nie roof was covered 
with these, concave side up, then others were fitteà into them 
convex side up . . . .This roof d e  a water shed and drain-'" 

In the Sudbury area the Wolk" style of log buildings persisteci much longer in the building 

of "summer camps," especiaily amongst the Fi. Townend and his family dl1 have a 
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much beloved log -camp- on Lake Penage &ch was buïlt m 1935 by the W e r  of the 

Hoa Judy Erok Niilo M. Jacobsoa. Townend designeci a separate sauna in the oid Finish 

aaditioa one of bis fivourïte %y projects- The steam bath at camp was pretty speaacular. 

It probably would have won design a~ards!"'~ In recent years he bas also added a screen 

porch which blends in sympatheticdly with the existing log building and the steep pme- 

covered terrain surrounding it. 

Fgvn 5 - Beil Mansion. now the Art Gallrry of 

The first pioneering industry in the 

Sudbury area was lumbering. Fmm More 

the advent of the CPR the ta11 stands of 

pmes had attracted mention. The railway 

made it easier to penetrate new areas and to 

transport Iumber. For the f b t  quarter of 

the twentieth centtny lumbering continued 

Sudbuw 
to be important. 

Some of  the most interesting polite" houses that remain h m  the first decade of 

Sudbury's existence were built by "lumber baronsn Iike D. H. Haight (442 Ramsey Road 

built in 1906) and A. J. Bell (the "Bell Mansion," buih m 1907. now the Art Gallery of 

Many of Sudbury's successfui citizens were mvolved m the 
Iumber trade . . .W. J. Be4 W. B. Plauut, Haight & Dixon, 
W. C. Cochrane, L. Laforest and W. H. Poupore. It was 
companies such as these and their employees whose 
purchases of food supplies, equipment, lodging and 
entertainment, kept the town prospering during the early, 



uncertain days of the mineral discoveries and the first 
127 

As the forests were cut down the second mdutry. agriculture. developed. By the end of the 

first decade of the twentieth cesmxy. farms were estabtished in the Valley. where the rich 

soi1 produced good mot cmps. Other fanns m the low-lying areas around Sudbury were 

principaily mvolved in dairying. The modest fann buildings themselves were very similar 

to the frame farm houses and barns fomd m southeni or eastern Ontario. and m Manitoulm 

Island. at the end of the nineteenth century. 

Mer a slow star& copper and nickel mining began with the creation of the Canadian 

Copper Company in 1886. Due to the pmblems and expense of refining nickel. it was not 

until &er 1890. when the Americans were persuaded that nickel-steel was the best material 

for armour and armour plate for building warshrps. that rnining in Sudbury was considered 

viable. Over the ?ext twenty years nickel and copper production steadily mcreased and with 

it Sudbury's prosperity and faith m a more permanent frbure. in addîtion to the existing 

srnail frame bouses. more grand polite" houses appeared such as the two Queen Anne 

Revival style homes on Cedar Street, designed by W. Hariand of North Bay. Solid brick 

public buildings were constnicted, mcluding a new Courthouse ( 1893) replacmg the early 

frame building, the Water Pumping House on Lake Ramsey ( 1896). and m 19 1 5, 

dominating the centre of t o m  the stone-built Dominion of Canada Post Office 

(demotished m 1957). Also at about the same time m Copper Cliff, the company towa 

were built the Canadian Copper Company's Hospita1 ( 19 1 2) and the Copper Cliff Club 

(1915).'~ 
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From the time of Wodd War 1 and on the development and prosperity of the region 

became dependent on the ups and d o m  of the mining Ïndustry. Sudbury was more 

completeiy a mining town with fortunes tied to a single resource-based indusuy with the 

attendant %ust and boom" economy. Mer Wodd War 1 the demand for copper and nickel 

plummeted. ïh i s  caused mine closings. lay-offs and unemployment. But by the mid- 1920s 

pmqerity graduaily retumed. cuiminating in 1930 with the opening of the new Copper 

Cliff smelter. The 1921 census showed that there was a decline in British residents, that the 

number of French-Canadians remained constant. and there was an increase in -others" 

(Finm. Italians. LTkrainians)'? the city began to take on a more cosmopolitan characier. 

The population of 8.62 1 in 192 1 grew to 18.5 18 by 193 1 as Sudbury became the hub of the 

region. 

With the two trans-continental railways, CPR and CNR. and lines east and west 

from Ottawa. via North Bay. to Sadt Ste Marie, Sudbury became the important distribution 

centre for the miaing communities around it. By 191 5 an elecbic Street nilway had joined 

Copper Cliff and Sudbury so that it became more possible to live in the latter and travel to 

work in the former. improved roads and the advent of the affordable automobile in the mid- 

menties accelerated this trend. Ernployees of the mines still tended to live ncar their place 

of work (for example, Coniston Garson. Levack, Creighton), but Sudbury was the centre, 

not only of commuuications, but also for commerce and banking. health care. and 

entertainment. It was logical, therefore. that a large nurnber of professionals- -accountants, 

lawyers, teachers, doctors, and business leaders settled in Sd'btxy. 
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As a dt. the 1920s saw an increase in residemtial housÏng which was accelerated 

by the pst-war provincial Housing Act. 

which fÏnanced about eighty houses a year. 

and the CPR sale of remaining townsites at 

bargain prices."" Surroimdnig the centre of 

the crty there arme clusters of 

cornmunities, each with a distinctive 

ethnic. religious, and occupational - 
Fptrm6- A m d C n @ s s t y k i I h O U K i n ~ ' s  
Kingrmounr ercP atmosphere. 

Rosperous middle class housing sprang up on Kingsrnoirnt "the Rosedale of 

S~dbiny."'~' while the Maqmountl Brébeufarea (to the south of the Fiour Mill district) 

became "the French Kingsmount-" An eclectic mix of styles is evident in the buildings m 

these areas. Many houses show Arts and Cr& Ieanings, steep gabled roofs and 

asymmetrical façades, inspireci by the designs of Eden Smith in Toronto and Percy Nobbs 

in Montreal (Figure 6). Percy Nobbs. it will be recailed (Chapter n), had been the second 

Director of the School of Architecture at McGill. who. like his successor Ramsay Traquair. 

was intemited m developmg a Canadian vernacuIar style of architecture by blending 

EngIish and Scottish influences with elements of the l e  A domestic tradition. in Scotiand 

he had worked with Sir Robert Lotimer who had ties with the Arts and Cr& movement. 

Wüiiam Moms ( 1 834- 1 896) and Phillip Webb ( 1 83 1 - 19 1 5), founders of the Arts and 

Cr& movemenc sou@ tmth in design and materials and upheld gwd craft naditior~s.'~~ 



In 1929. between Kingsmount and the oider established Anglo-Saxon residcnces 

closer to Lake Ramsey. R D. Parker of 

lnco built a "California Spanish coioniS 

house for his wife, Myna Bayne Parker. 

After occupying their new houx for less 

than five years, lnco insisteci that the 

Mers move to the company town. 

Copper C i i i  and their house then 
F b m  7 - 'Califmia Cobniat, "John St., 
S d n q v  (nmv LmaPntian Universin, p m d e n r  i becarne the happy home of the Merwin 
residence) 

family for the next thirty years. in 1966. Mr B. Merwin. a prominent lumber merchant, who 

owned many o k  commercial enterprises. sold the house to the new Laurentian University 

as the residence of the President (Fignre 7). 

hco built a Medical and Employees Centre (now the Cambrian Foundation) in the 

centre of tom. A fine Art Deco building, it was designeci in about 1937 by J. B. Sutton, 

who was later to des@ several other important buildings in the eariy fifiies, inciuding the 

Sudbury Arena, the YMCA @rior to the 70s addition). and the Salvation Anny buildings on 

Lorne Street and Larch S t m e ~ ' ~ ~  

in 1929- i 930 nickel and copper production were at record levels. But eventuaily the 

effects of the Depression crushed exploration and expansion in the tnining industry. By 

1932, employment dropped dramatically h m  neariy 9.000 in 1930 to about 2.000, "Nickel 

production and value by 1932 were onequarter of 1929 Ie~els."'~ 
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By the middie of the 1 9 3 k  however. this sauation chan@ as the overseas demand 

for nickel escaiated As a job market m the midst of the Depression Sudbury was the 

benefxciary of this boom m exports. The principai buyers of nickel were Germany and 

Japan- Prophers like the Reverend Percy Frank BulL rector of the Church of the Epiphany, 

wamed of the dangers of war. But hco Resident R C. Stanley iasisted that ail nickel was 

k i n g  used for peaceful purposes '35 

Depression-hungry workers fiom ail over Canada flocked to Sudbury in search of 

jobs. Belchmg stacks were a sign of prosperity. no matter what the cost to the environment. 

The expanding population of hourly workers "caused hapharard growth of cheap dweIIings 

in a city that showed no capacity for planning and had littie money for  service^."'^ Houses 

were very modest, sometimes tiny, one-storey frame dwellings, smaIler than the national 

average. many with no indoor plumbmg. The numerous sùigie men who worked in the 

mines lived in cheap boardhg houses. By 1943 overcrowding combuied with poor 

sanitation produced health probiems with the danger of serious epidernics. To heIp solve 

some of these problems, inco built a new Company town, tively. to provide healthier living 

conditions for the workers. 

After Wodd War Li the growtb rate in Sudbury was very high- Much of the building 

that occurred was "in the form of rnban sprawl, eaher as isolated pockets. or as linear sûips 

dong the major highways."I3' This haphazard development was a resuit of the lack of 

regional planning. The mixture of neighbourtioods and eclectic building styies. a resuit of 

marrj ad hoc decisions based on historicd accidents, produced the Sudbury that Townend 

first encountered when he a m V d  
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Planning study 

On 30 January 1950 the City Councii eqaged the services of Townend's former professor 

and Director of the McGill School of Architecture. John Bland and his partner. Harold 

Spence-Sales, to carry out a town planning survey of the City of Sudbury. fheir 

recommendations were to have a far-reaching effect on the ultimate reconstruction of 

Sudbury in which Townend and his parmers were to play a significant part. 

in their report of July 1950, Bland and Spence-Saies identified many of the 

pmblems and made several recommadations."' They strongiy adviseci that the City of 

Sudbury should apply to the Ontario govenunent to define the boundaries of a new 

plannmg area which would include the sunounding districts, and that the City obtain 

conml of plannmg of ail subdivisions. in addition. the City should appoint: ( 1 ) a 

cornmittee that would coordinate ail City departments 30 ensure that a11 municrpal 

activities are unified for planning purposes": (2) a Town Planning Officer. and (3) a Town 

Planning Commi~sion."~ 

Bland and Spence-Sales remarked on the area south of John Street and Kingsmomt 

as containing "a number of the finest houses in S~cibury.~ Interesbngiy. in contrast to the 

usual reaction to Sudbury at that perÏod, they were 'particulariy impressed by the beauty of 

the landscape surrounding Sudbury," but "equally impressed by the Iack of facilities for the 

public enjoyrnent of the magnificat panoramas that are obtainable from certain points."'" 

They abhorred the suburùan "ribbon development" dong roads (referred to above with 

Saarùien's description of buildings in "linear strips dong the major highways3 which 
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made the provision of schoois and semices. sewer and water counections costiy and 

difficuit 

Bland and Spence-Sales gave much consideration to the problem of the railways 

that took rrp so much of the centre of the City. They recownended tbat an underpass "be 

created at Dougias Street Ieading ciirectIy to the centrai area by passing under the Canadian 

Pacific Railway" and that Elgin Street be extended to fom a ring road mund the central 

core. which "shouid be devoted to the location of public buildings.- linked to the other 

areas with an improved road system to the north and south. The public buildings" wouid 

fom the Civic Square cornplex that Townmd and his parmers would eventually design in 

the mid- 1 970s. 

Bland and Spence-Sales commented fàvourably on the new buildings going up m 

the a r a  the Commmity Arena. the new w o n  (now Steelworkers' HalI). the YMCA and 

the site of the proposeci Public Library. and recommendeâ that the City Market "should be 

greatly improved and adequate land shouid be set aside for its expansion and 

improvement" (Fifly yem later that is now happening.) The cosmopolitan character of 

Sudbury is rernarked on again and again. and Bland and Spence-Sales urged the City to 

respect this aspect and to d e  sure that these Iively neighbourhoods were enhanced and 

not destroyed in any planning. (Jane lacobs, whose ùifluentiai book 7ne Death and Life of 

Great American Cities wouid not appear for another eleven years, wouid have approved of 

Bland and Spence-Sales' concern and their desire to respect the character of the *ethnicw 

neighbo~rhoods.)'~! When the report was made public at the end of July 1950 great 

prominence was given to it for several days by The Sudbury Dai& Star.IQ 
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Building the future and developing an architectural imagination 

When Townend anived m Sudbury after the war. he considered that Sudbury presented him 

with a "marveiious oppommity- since so much new building was going on. in addition. 

Townend found people most weicoming and hospitable. They were ready to accept new 

ideas of modern architecture which seemed synonymous with progress." "They didn't 

care where you came hm. but were very accepting. It was a great atmosphere to work 

m,-I43 

in a city where sport held such a prominent position. the fkt new buildings. to 

which priority was given, were the new Sudbury Arena ( 195 1 ), which "gave the cornrnunity 

the possibility of competing not only regionally but nationaIly,'"* and an addition to the 

original 1930s community YMCA ( 1953). As mentioned eariier. these two buildings were 

designed by J. B. S ~ t t o n . ' ~ ~  

At the same time. withm a year or two of each other, three new hospitals were built: 

the Sudbury General in 1950. the Sudbury-Algoma Sanatorium in 1952. and the Sudbury 

Mernorial Hospital in 1956. Although Townend was not invotved in the original design of 

the Sudbury-Algoma Sanatorium he later was retained oflen to d e  alterations and 

tmprovements both to it and the Sudbury hd Hospital throughout the rest of his 

careercareerlJ6 Other new buiidings of that period mcluded the Sudbury Public h i  ( 1952). 

and the first section of Pioneer Manor ( 1953), neither one designed by Sudbury architects. 
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Hospitals 

Tomend went to work as a draftsman for Louis Fabbro on the site of the new Sudbury 

GeneraI Hospital (Figare 8). As  far as his füture career was concerned this was 

Townend's 3naneUous oppommity". F a  he was worknig for a Sudbury architect who 

had secureci the commission h m  the Sisters of Saint Joseph whose Mother House was in 

North Bay. The Sisters were unusuai in tbat they had chosen a I d  architect rather than, 

what was generaily the custom in Sudbury at the tirne. a k m  h m  Montreai or Toronto. 

Secondly. Rght h m  the begizuiing of his career. Townend obtained extensive experience in 

hospital design. 

This new building was a far cry h m  the first hospitai in Sudbury which was a log 

building constructed by the CPR in 1883 for Dr Howey, the physician hired by the 

Company to tend to the needs of the raiIway construction crews. Years later Mrs Howey 

wrote about their pioneering m the Northern Ontario bush. She describeci the hospitai 

building "of mw I G C ~ T - ~ ' "  

Dr Howey's mail log hospital was soon inadequate for the growing community. in 

1898 St Joseph's Hospital was built by the 

Grey Sisters of the Cross fiom Ottawa at 

their own expense.'"' 'fhere is no mention 

of the architect who designed the 

handsome, the-storey* frame building 

faced with a brick veneer. This was the 

principal medical centre for Sudbury and 

district for the next haIf cenûxy, until the 
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explosion of hospital expansion m the 1950s with the advent of the General. Sudbury- 

Algoma and Mernorial hospitals. St Joseph's Hospital closed in 1975. when the new 

Laurentian Hospital, commissioned by the Grey Sisters of the Cnss, and designed by S. 

Arthur Townend opened its d~ors. ' '~ The old building was odapted and renovated to 

provide accommodation for various French cuitusal groups, incfuding the Centre des Jeunes 

which had been founded in 1950 by the Jesuit Pere Albert ~ e ~ i r n b a l . " ~  The building is now 

called Le Carrefour Francophone. 

As has already been noted, h m  the beginning of his professional career Townend 

gained valuable experience in hospital design. John S t e h  remarks. 

For a recent graduate, the practical experience of acnially 
k i n g  on site during construction was a huge bonus. . . . 
Being a member of a mal1 office force Townend had the 
opportunity to participate personally in a myriad aspects of 
design and coastruction. 15' 

Townend remembered his experience on the Sudbury General Hospital as a good leaming 

process: "the office was right on the site and we watched the building take shape before our 

eyes, h m  drawings prepared the previous  da^."'^' 

Townend's fnend h m  McGill, J. Malcolm "Mac" Maclean, ais0 came to work 

with Fabbro on the Sudbury Generai Hospital. He and Eva lived in the Stafford House, an 

elegant mansion with beautifid oak panelhg and oak flwrs, "even in the attic." It was 

situated right next door to the three-stemmed hospital building designed by Fabbro. Fresh 

k m  the influences of McGill, Maclean was horrified to find "they spent 1 don't know how 

many months excavaîïng rock out of the ground. 1 couldn't believe this would happen. Why 

don't you build on top of the rock?"'" This is exactly what Townend wouid do when he 
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came to design Laurentian Hospital as discussed m Chapter IV. ï he  McLeans Iefi Sudbury 

at the end of that year. not to rehm h l  many years later whea due to a series of strange 

coincidences, their Iittle grandson, Brendan. was bom in 1989 in the Sudbury General 

Hospitai that his grandfather had helped buGd over thirty years before. Since thea the 

McLeans have visited Sudbury regdarly. 

Mer the completion of the Sudbury Generai Hospital. much of the work in 

Fabbro's office. where Townend was dl1 employed as a draftsman. involved renovations to 

hospitais owned by the Sisters of Saint Joseph, with whom Fabbro had a close comection. 

The Sisters also had a hospital in Port Arthur (now Thunder Bay) and Townend went there 

periodically to suymise constru~tion,:~ 

Through the close comection with the Sisters of Saint Joseph, Fabbro's firm 

received other contracts in North Bay, and with the Grey Nuns in Sault Ste Marie. 

Townend became very fnendly with the Nuns in the Soo where he went fiequently to 

supervise coustruction. Townend. a keen sailor. remembered often rushing back h m  the 

Soo to Sudbury to tq "to get to the start line on time for a race."'s5 

Through the Grey Nuns in the Soo, Townend eventually made contact with the Grey 

Nuns h m  Ottawa. His experience and expertise in hospital design grew exten~ively.'~ 

Eventually by1964. this led to his obtaining the architecturai contract h m  the Grey Sisters 

of the Cross to design the new Laurentian Hospitai which, said Townend "in retrospect 

took about 25% of rny professional life."'" 
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Charches 

The Grey Nuns. who b d t  the f m  St Joseph's Hospital in 1898. had had a long 

connedon with Sudbury smce the eariy days when they had been asked by the Jesuits to 

corne to minister to the sick and mjured in the new village. The CPR and the lurnber 

companies were not the onIy organisations pioneering in the area. From the beginning the 

Roman Catholic Church. represented by the Jesuits, es??ablished a presence in the small 

d e m e n t .  

in 1883. Father Jean-Baptiste Nolin erected a squareci-log mission chape1 and 

presbytery which was cailed Ste-Annedes-Pins. Although of log construction. it was 

already a more sophisticated building than those put up by the CPR-a transition between 

the Yolk" and % ~ n a m f a r . " ' ~ ~  There was no "scoo- roof here, but fine shingles. and 

elegant dormer windows, A new. more impressive wooden church of Ste Anne was built in 

1889. only to be destroyed by füe in 1894. By the end of that year. however. it was replaced 

by a well-proportioned. sim; le brick btiiaing. with a central tower and belfiy at the south 

end As in the case of St Joseph's Hospital, there is no menaon of who designed it. It was 

evident from the site and permanent nature of Ste h n e ' s  Church and St Joseph's Hospital 

that the Roman Catholic Church eady recognised the potential for a more sustained future 

for Sudbury. 

By the early l9OOs there were enough English-speaking Roman Catholics to fom 

their own parish. Eventuaily, in 19 14, this Ied to the building of  the basement of the present 

Church of Christ the King. Because of World War 1 and other problems this church, 

designed by P. J. O'Gorman in an Italianate style, was not completed uutil the late 1920s. 
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By the late 1880s Rotestant churches also qpeared n i e  eariy churches were d l  

rectangular frame buiIdings. replaced in the eariy 1900s by more solid constructions. St 

Andrew's PresbyterÏan Church on Larch Street built of local Stone. was begun in 1908 and 

open4 19 June 19 10.'" As wiIl be seen in Chapter IV. this building was to coIlapse in the 

late 1960s due to the unstable swampy ground on which it was built. Towaend and his 

parmers were then retained to build its replacement. with John Stefura the architect in 

charge. The new St Andrew's Place was opened on 27 May1 973. 

By the 1930s the population of Sudbury had expanded enomously. The French- 

Canadian population had outgrown the area surrounding Ste-Anne-des-Pins and had moved 

fùrther north into the "Flour Mill* area A request was made for the f h o n  of a new 

parish there to be d l e d  St-Jeande-Brébeuf. A new parish church was to be built close to 

the Jesuit Collège du Sacre-Coeur at the corner of Kathleen and Notre-Dame. Enough 

money had been collected for the basement to be built in 1930. but then the Depression, 

followeâ by the war. prevented further building until the mid 1950s.'~ 

Townend was still a draftsman with Louis Fabbro when he did the drawings for St- 

leande-Brébeuf Church. "It wasn't my style of church by any means, but that's what the 

priest wanted and that's what we were going to provide for b x ~ " ' ~ '  What the priest, 

Monseigneur Côté, wanted was a "traditional" Québecois parish church (Figure 9). 

Although bearing a superficial outward resemblance to the old styles, Louis Fabbro's 

design did not refiect the old constniction methods found in Québec churches of the 18" 

and 19" centuries. instead, with a fine flight of archaechrrai imagination, he used parabolic 
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arches m the style of Dom Paul Benot ( 1876 1944). a Benedïcrine who had revolutionized 

Church architecture m Québec m the 1930s designing, amongst others. the Benedictine 

Abbey of Saint-Benoitdu-Lac ovdooking Lake Mernphramagog m the Eastern Townships 

south of Montreai. "Dom Bellot's touch is evident most notabiy in the cloister. Exquisite 

parabolic arches of red brick supportmg a wood roof. define a space that is illuminateci by 

tepeated d l  stained-glas windows.*"' 

Mgr. Côté of St-Jean-de-Brébeuf 

decided he wanted the church to be *. 

bigger. "It was at least twice the size it 

was originally to be." said Townend "But 

the structure remained the same so the 

addition was also doue by making 

parabolic arches out of 1 x 6 mardsj and 

bending and laminating them to~ether."'~~ 

He may not have cared for the old- 1 
fashioned style of the building that the 

priest wanted, but Townend was 

imbressed bv the method of the 

inspiration for the arches used later m the design of the Church of Our Lady of P e r p d  

Help. St-Jean-de-Brébeuf was consecrateci in 1956 and opened in 1957. It was to be the 
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k t  of many churches with which Townend wodd be associated m his architeaurai 

practice. 

Homes 

Sudbury offered Townend yet another marvellous opportuuity as he met his future wife 

there. Two months afler they met. S. Arthur Townend and Mary Evelyn Sheahan were 

manid on 14 January I9SO. *net a record but it didn't take long to make the best move 1 

ever made."'5" SaiIing. as has already been mentioned. was a favourite -on for 

Townend. It was not surprising, therefore. when Evelyn said that th& fnst date was to go 

for a sail on a boat Art had just bought h m  the Agnew estate. 

The wedding ceremony was pedormed by Monsignor Humphrey. in his study at 

Christ the King Churcb since it could not be performed in the church pmper as Townend 

was not a Catholic. Evelyn, descended h m  ûtîawa Valley itish fanners, had been born in 

Chapleau where her father was the g e n d  practitioner for thirty-five years. On the death of 

ber husband in ChapIeau in 1942. Mrs Sheahan moved her family to Sudbury. The house 

she bought on Baker Street was designed by and belonged to P. J. O'Gorman. Sudbu~y's 

first architect to remain for any length of t h e  in the city ( 1 9 19 to 1959). O'Gorman 

designed many of the local "schools, hospitals, churches and commercial buildings, among 

them the Lansdowne School , . . and Chnst the King Church and the Mackey BIock""' 

Evelyn and Art's îÜst son, Gordcm, was bom m 195 1. Being married and starting a 

family was an incentive for Townend to build a home of his own. A year later, Gordon's 

next sbling was a house. Thus, a couple of years after his mariage, Townend designed and 

buiit his first independent building, a major developmental experience for the architectural 
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imagination as. inspireci a h  by images h m  his m o r y  ragbag." he iipplied the theory 

of his McGiIl studies. For the fixa h e  he aciually had to design and cousZruct a building 

from scratch on his own In the next ten years five more children were to jom their older 

brother in this house. 

Tanadian buildings have been shaped by a historical experience peculiar to 

Canada so that. properly undentood* said Gowans. "Canadian architecture is not some 

dull and colonid reflection of glories elsewhere but a tangible record of the growth of a 

nation, important in its own right."'M Parkin thought that Canadian architecture was most 

successfil where "the best available solutions have been bomwed and adapted to the 

unique Canadian cir~umstances."'~' Still 

fresh h m  the influences of university. 

Tomend put mto his design for their new 

house on Boland Avenue (Figure 10) many 

of the ideas he was fonning about 

architecture. "1 n.as d l  fresh from the 

influences of Frank Uoyd Wright in the 

States and Le Corbusier in France. The 

concept of keeping things simple. and not 

Figure IO - House no. 1. "thejktflot-mfnl home 
in sudbruy " 

necessarily doing thern exactly the way weryone else did was still very strong, 1 suppose 

living on this side of the ocean. the infiuence of Frank Lloyd Wright was guite a bit 

stronger than Le ~orbusier."'~' 
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'Ibis new house was a complete contrast to the existing houses. or to designs of 

other new houses m Sudbury. A typical house design. buih at this period. was a one-storey 

bungalow with a garage attached at one side. with the tivingroom and front door facing the 

street. no matter what the exposure. Wntil the mid-twentieth century hows  in most d e s  

and towns were almost invariably placed with no regard for their Mews: the fionts of most 

homes just stared at one another across the ~treet."''~ An example of this design, which can 

be seen m New Sudbury. and m surrounding towns like Hanmer. was shown in 77ce 

Sudbury Dai& Star in the summer of 1950: "The Queenshuven: This bungalow is designed 

for 100-foot suburban lot. . . . This is another in the series on practical home planning by 

Harold C. Beckett. Wmdsor architect drawn up for readers of fne Sudbury Dai& Star-"'@ 

A "generic" house. The Queenshaven was designed for no particular site. user. or 

materials. by an architect who lived far h m  Sudbury. 

Unlike Tlre Queemhtmen, Townend's house was designed carefully to fit the site. 

using n a t d  materials and specifically to meet the needs of his family. With his own 

house Townend was free to experiment and try out new ideas. "It was rather fun as it was 

the fust flat-roofed house m Sudbury and the fùst house to have those large pieces of giass 

m it. People would waik up to the windows (and of course they reflect on the bright side) 

and we would be inside sittmg at dinner, and they'd put their head up to the giass and cup 

their han& and peer at us through the window because they had never seen anythuig like 

that bef~re."'~ 

Evelyn told the story of how she took her two eidest boys to see Santa Claus, played 

convincingly by Wilf Salo. the manager of Silverman's store. The younger of the two boys, 
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Arthur. was having doubts about the existence of Santa Claus- Howwer. these were soon 

swept away after Santa asked him his name. On hearing the q I y .  "Arthur Townenb- 

Santa said smartly. ".Ah. p u  live in the house wïth the flat roof that Santa and his Reïndeer 

just love to land on."'b" 

Townend expiaineci his use of the flat roof in the house design by saying that rnost 

institutional and cornmerciai buildings had flat roofs and "if you get a linle snow on them 

they are very weIl insuiated." Furthermore, at that period they were relatively cheap to build 

and allowed much greater flexïbility tn the design of the building.16' 

This house was innovative, not only because of the flat roof and the large areas of 

glass in the walls. It was considered an oddity in other ways. too; for instance. the living 

room did not face the street in the accepted m e r .  but had a southeni exposure on the 

opposite side of the building. On the street side. facing north (unlike the design for 7ne 

Queemhaven) there was a blank brick wall. giving pnvacy from the street and protection 

h m  the north wind Alongside the house, there was no garage, but an open carport. 

Townend had anticipateci a trend that would ody  become widespfead twenty years later. 

when the automobile forced the reorientation of the h o w .  No longer \vas the porch, 

verandah or "front yard of the h a n  dwelling a zone of potential sociability, a place where 

families mîght share a sense of community with fnends and neighbours." observed Peter 

W d  T h e  front of the house has migrateci to the back. . . . Here the life of tbe household 

is directed away h m  public space, the street, t o d  the ever greater pnvacy of the 

gardm."'* 
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Once he had proved that elemems of his design worked well in his own house. 

Townend wouid main them and use thern in future houses. in this way. bit by bit he 

developed his own unique style. 

Planning for Sudbury's Future 

in 1955. five years after the recommendation of John Bland and Harold Spence-Sales. the 

city finally appointed Arnold Faintuck as a plamer for the new Sudbury Area Planning 

Coumittee. Faimuck and ûtyst Sawchuk. a local architect and planner. promoted the 

orderly planning of the city.'@ But Faintuck resigned m 1957. In the same year. the City 

made two decisions. both of which had far-reaching importance for the funne of Sudbury. 

First. they sanctioned the building of the New Sudbury Shopping Centre. which in 

retrospect was the beginning of the end of the downtown as the main shopping and 

commercial ceatre of the city. Secondy, the City made an appomtment of a new city 

planner whose influence wouid affect Townend and his partuers twenty years later. "Pick 

Polish-Born Planner for Sudbury Area Post" tnrmpeted 77re Sudbue Daif! Star. "Polish- 

boni Klemens Dembek newly appointed planner. does not find Sudbury as mgged as he 

expectd He was led to believe it was "rough and rugged, stone on stonew but found on his 

t -lm arrivai here two weeks ago that it is 'not so bad . 

Dembek wasted no t h e  studying the needs of the growing city. In the downtown, 

overcrowdmg, substandard housing and poor sanitation were still cause for concem. By 

February 1958 he advised the city to rmdertake an urban r e n d  study. It was estimated it 

wouid take nine months to a year to make such a snidy which "wouid let each mrmicipality 

h o w  where its sorespots are located and would indicate corrective masures to be taken. . . 
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ilte data obtained h m  it would go a long way in compleûng an officiai plan for 

 SU^."'" 

in 1963 Dembek presented A S+ for uiban Reriwal in Sud+ Ontario 

Prepared for the C ie  Council by the Sudbury Planning Board and Projecf Planning 

..lssociates in which was outlined the %arying degrees of housing conditions and 

neighbourhood quality" in existing areas. and the -extent and type of new housing 

req~ired"'~ The study. camed out by the Sudbury Planning Board under the supeMsion 

of Dembek gave a "Central Business District Proposed Development Plan" for the 

downtown area outlining the extension of Notre Dame and Paris on the east, Elgin on the 

west, joined by Ste Anne's Road on the north. to provide the ̂ ring road" recommended by 

Bland and Spence-Sales. in this plan. Dembek aiso recommended Whe total clearance and 

redeveloprnent of the Borgia ares" the creation of a downtown park, a shopping centre at 

Elm and Notre Dame. and the anchoring element. a "Civic Centre Cornplex" b n t i n g  on 

Paris and Brady street~.'~ The latter wouid be a major project for Townend and his parmers 

in the mid- 1970s. 

At fvst none of the city politicians or senior oficials agreed to Dembek's sweeping 

changes, and, later, during the difficult building stage, they were not supportive of the 

architects. But afterwards. when the plans were successtUlly put into effecf the politicians 

and senior officials took ail the d i t  giving no recognition to Dembek or to the 

architects.'" In 1975 Narasim Katary came to work with Dembek as a city plamer. 

According to Katary. "Klemens Dembek, PIanning Director h m  1957 to 1985, literally 

changed the fàce of this city Paris Street, the By-Pass and the entire downtown were his 
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concept-""' Dembek in tum. had developed many of his ideas fiom the work of his 

predecessor. Arnold Faintuck and h m  the seminal report of Townend's former professor. 

John Bland and Harold Spence-Sales. 

Many other people made conmbutions to the planning of the greater Sudbury 

region. in 1966 0. W. Saarinen. later a professor of Geography at Laurentian University. 

wrote his Master's thesis. A Geographical Basis for Regionof Planning in the Sudbury 

..irea. A year later Sawchuk and Peach ptesented their Nickel Basin Planning Stdy'" 

which tmk into consideration a far wider area than the recently enlarged City of Sudbury. 

Junior partner 

In 1955 Townend becarne a partner in the finn. Fabbro and Townend. Fabbto was fairiy 

well-known and the fim had devetoped quite a good reputatioa partially because of 

Fabbro's own work but also due to Townend's contributions to that partnership that were 

not really re~ognised.'~ Townend designed several Mine Mill union halls in Sudbury. 

Coniston, Creighton. Garson. as well as a Summer Camp on Richard Lake. These 

buildings were "imaginative and innovative, not the usual As his architecturai 

imagination and experïence developed, more and more Townend created the designs that 

gave the finn its good reputation, 

Fabbro considered the important part of architecturai @ce to be the obtaming of 

the contract. and on the goif course he made contacts that he hoped would do that. There 

was some foundation for his view. As previously observeci, in the 1950s there was sriiI a 

tendency to give architectural contracts to h s  h m  Montreal and Toronto. "Mauy public 

bodies had no faith in local architects. Major pmjects were designed by Toronto and 



Montreal firms, for example, E'rÏnce Charies Public School (later Ecole Jeanne Sauve). 

EcoIe Secondaire I'Heritage (Second Avenue ), Sudbury Public Lïbrary (original building). 

St Elizabeth School of Nuning at the original St Joseph's Hospital. St StanisIaus Church 

(Copper Cliff), Pioneer Manor. Memoriai Hospital. Sudbury Star BuiIding, the City 

inco especially was guilty of  almost never using Sudbury professionals. When the 

new Laurentian University was built in the eariy 1960s. with the Vice-President of inco. 

Ralph D. Parker. as Chairman of the Board of the new University, ail the architects were 

h m  either Montreal or Toronto. It was exceedingiy difficult for an architect practising in 

Sudbury to break through. 

Public buildings 

ln 1956 Townend and Cari Pfister, who was also m Fabbro's office, designed the first 

building in Sudbury and one of the earliest in Canada. enclosed with what became very 

cornmon later on. the "curtain wailw. Townend recaI1ed: 

When we did the Hydro Building there wasn't any 
commerciaily available curtain waIl materiai that we thought 
might handle the weather in Northem Ontario. There was a 
window manufacnrrer that worked with us who was prepared 
to try to do what we w a n t d  . . . We used a mil1 finish with 
no anodizing, no protective finish on the outside of the 
aluminum, because the Aluminum Company thought that an 
an&& finish might not last quite as long as a miIl finish on 
aiuminum because of the traumatic conditions around 
Sudbury at that tirne. It is true that it has lasted very well. The 
aiuminum goes grey, it almost Iwks Iike an oId weathered 
Farm as it gets oId- , . . That Hydro Building was designed to 
carry two more floors on top if it had been necesary.'" 

11) 
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This building was a wonderfiil opportlmity for Townend and Pfister to try their own 

composition in the Modernist vocabulary. Townend and Ptister took elements of the so- 

cailed "Tnte~~tionaY style. the non-weight-bearing Miesian curtain walL for example. aud 

mcorporated it in a design that was fimctionai. site-specific and innovative. Because of the 

unstable ground in that area of the downtown. Townend and ffister used an imaginative 

and practical system of fi oating the whole building on a concrete raft. This was the first use 

of the systern m ~udbury."' 

The new Sudbury Hydro building on the corner of Larch and Young opened with 

great fanfare on Wednesday. 3 April 1957. Two pages of photographs and anicles in Ttie 

Sudbury Daily Star enthusiastically acclaimed the $250.000 building, as usual with no 

mention of the architects: "While a strong emphasis was placed on the utilitarian in 

planning the many features of the new two-storey hydro beadquarters in Sudbury, the 

I 
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Figun I I  - H M  M i n g  in downtown Surtbrqy (er in 
1967) showing he curtain walL 

building aiso reflects pleasing 

contemporary architecture. . . in a manner 

which will keep abreast of progress."'" 

(The building has been much aitered in 

appearance and is now used by the 

Rainbow District School Board.) 

Townend aIso undertook smdler 

projects. An enthusiastic sailor, he was 

one of the fomders of the Sudbury Yacht Club. He designed the A-frame Club House, 

opened in 1960, which Townend said was an adaptation of the design for a camp that he 



was going to build by Mooniight Beach; but he decided not build there and sold the 

property to André Lamix. Townend 

membered designing the Iittie shed for 

the d q  sail area during one weekend. The 

Shed was one of his favourite %ny 

projects" because of its "purïty." where the 

cedar sides and roof were composed of a 

square with the ndge of the roof on the 

Figure 12 - Sudbwy Yacht Club. on Ra- ïuke 
The triangular design of the 

club house A-frame was an allusion to the sails of the yachts and dinghies of the members 

of the club (Figure 12). Later an extension was added on the north and east sides of the 

building where Townend had origindly designed a deck. He was sony that he was not 

consulted about the design of this addition which he thought spoiled the clear lines of the 

in 1955 the f m  of Fabbro and Townend was awarded the contract for the new 

Federai Building on Lisgar Street which took up the whole block between Elm and Cedar. 

Described as a "good regional adaptation of the international style"'@ Figure 13). 

Townend describes. 

the building is only two storeys high with a basement. [t is ail 
supporteci on a concrete raft . . . . Basically some of those 
buildings weigh a little less than the earth that's excavateci to 
put the basement in. One of the thoughts is that if the ground 
would support the earth that was there in the first place, it'll 
support the building that weighs less than the earth that has 
been re~noved. '~~ 
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This bisilding a M e r  development of some of the ideas used in the Hydm Building. 

Tomend's McGiil training in engineering again proved important in the stnrcnnal design 

of this building. Townend used polished pink granite panels dong the base, giving not only 

colour. but also a sense of solidity and conneaion to the Precambnan Shield environment. 

(Recentiy the building has been "tenovated* whrch. though keeping the mix of giass and 

granite curtain wall. has changed the propomons.) The granite provides a warrn contrast 

with the cold metal and dass above on 

the outside curtain wall. Overail the 

Federal Building is a sûonger Iooking 

building than the Hydro Building. which 

is paler and more fiait-looking. Both the 

Hydm and the Federal buildings brought 

F i p n  13 - Federal ùuiùiing. (los in 1958;. a "good 
regionai odop~flon ofthe International style" to Sudbury a note of new. modern. 

sophisticated cosmopolitanism. ïhey were certainly not like any other buildings that 

Zipzuiy existd in the downtown. 

The Houourable C .  D. Howc laid the corner stone for the Federal Building on April 

13. i 957 . The move t~ the new building in Febmq-  1958 was ccrvered by The Sudbu? 

Dailv Star, but. as usual. there was no mention of the architect~.'~ 

Towards independence 

in the early sixties Townend began to design houses for pnvate clients. These will be 

studied in more depth in Chapter V. They are mentioned here as their appearance showed 

b t  his architectural imagination was expanding in different M o n s  as he experiiented 
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with matcriais and syles on & f f i t  projects. With each project he gained in experience. 

confidence and ideas. 

By 1962 the house on Boland Avenue was becoming too srnail for the boistemus 

o u n g  Townend Family. especially as the seventh child was due in the Fall. They debated 

whether rhey should add to the house. but for various reasons Townend decided it wouid be 

better to bui!d another house. So. he designed and built his second family home. high up on 

the cliff above the West end of Lake Ramsey, with a splendid view looking east d o m  the 

lake. With the help of many friends, the Townends moved in to their new house in June 

1962, and Jane was bom in October. 

The same year Townend designed another house close to bis own. a long elegant 

three-storey structure facing due south. tucked in under the brow of the cliff. in 1964, to the 

east of this house and south of his own, Townend designed another residence. cantilevered 

out over the rock taking advantage of the spectacular views east down Lake Ramsey and 

south across LiIy Creek. (These houses will be considered in greater detail in Chapter V.) 

Early that same year, 1964. Townend had mentioned to John Stefura a partner since 

1955 in the h Barbeau and Stefirra. that he was thinkuig of setting up his own practice. 

What made that moment the right moment for him to start out on his own is probably a 

combination ofmany complex factors. By this date he had been a junior partner in the firm 

of Fabbro and Townend for almost nine years and in that time had accumulated 

considerable experience in the practice of his profession. The same adventurous and 

independent spint that had encouraged him to leave Jamaica "to do something on his own" 

was still there. But more than anything, growing confidence in his abilities, a deepening 
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appreciation of the enviroment and a maturÏng architecturai imagïnaticn gave hÏm the 

courage to start his own h 

Stefura had told Townend tha. if he did set up his own practice. he would be 

interested in joining hmi. Etefùra recalls what led to this decision. explauling that 

Townend's partner %as the type that felt the most important thing was getting the job- Of 

course. he belonged to the golf club and socidized extensively. WelI. 1 had a similar sort of 

partnership. My partner was another one who was a golfer and a very good golfer too. 

probably four over par. But during the summer. 1 barely ever saw the guy; he was either 

golfing, or supervising construction of schools throughout the northeastem part of the 

province. AAer a few years of this sort of diet. 1 thought well. what's the point?*'" 

in June 1964 Townend started on his own. wotking h m  the office he had included 

in the new house on Crown Street. where "a brave Nello Monon" joined his one-man 

office as draftsman." The following month. Townend went to see John Stefura and 

discussed the possibility of  going into partnership. Stefina remernbered "we got into 

partnership in November of that year and that Iasted tiII '88 when he retire& It worked v q  

well. We both had similar ideas and we got dong very weil. I don't think we had an 

argument Ïn al1 the years we wete t~gether-" '~~ 



uPubiick Edifices" 

Chapter IV - The Bniidings: "Publick Edifices* 

The next two chapters will examine how Townend employed the concepts that were 

important to him in the design of cornplex projects. like large public buildings. and in more 

simple undertakings. like private houses. that were to meet the needs of people m Northem 

Ontario. 

Expenencing Buildings 

eernard Berenson wrote. "Art history is the history of art as an e~perience," '~ In order to 

&te about the architectural imagination m the case of Townend it is best to experience his 

designs directly by examining his buildings. But. as Rasmussen pointed out. 

even the most precise description, enumerating al1 visible 
characterïstics. will not give an inkiing of what we feel is the 
essence of the thing itself. Details tell nothmg essentiai about 
architecture, simply because the object of ail good 
architecture is to create integrated wholes. Understanding 
architecture. therefore, is not the sarne as k i n g  able to 
detennine the style of  a building by certain extemal features. 
It is not enough to see architecture; you must expenence iti9'  

In experiencing Townend's buildings, therefore. what must we be aware of to see the 

architecturai imagination at work? If, as was said in Chapter I, the architect is not --3te like 

a writer or a painter. then writing about architecture is aiso not the sarne as uniring about 

literarure or paintings. Even two thousand years ago Vitruvius emphasised the importance 

of observation in understanding buiIdings. "Writing on architecture is not Iike history or 

p~etry,"'~* said Vitnivius, who wrote on architecture in the time of the Emperor Augustus. 

Vitruvius did ?:-:- . -t?wever. that wiîh the publication of his ten books on tirchitecnne he 



wouid become known to posterïty. He insisteci that buildings %ust be built with due 

reference to durability. convenience, and beauty.- We are concerned with a11 the .  

Durability and convenience rnay be easier to assess. but beauty is more difficult. Mer 1500 

years of near oblivion in the scriptoria of secludeci monasteries. Vitruvius' work was 

prïnted in the Iate fourteenth century tr, the excitement and joy of Renaissance architects. 

mcluding Andrea Palladio, who wrote his own treatise on architecture in 1570. where he 

took up many of Vit~vius '  ideas. 

As discussed in Chapter L Rasmussen. Iike Lincourt. suggested different ways of 

experiencing architecture by considering aspects of buildings: "solids and cavities." "color 

planes." "scale and proportion." %ythm," 3exnxai effects." "daylight* and. more 

interestingly, "hearing architecture.- But. Rasmussen cautions. 

It is absoIuteIy impossible to set up absolute d e s  and criteria 
for evaluating architecture because every worthwhile building 
- like al1 works of art - has its own standard- If we 
contemplate Ï t  in a carping spirit. with a lmow-it-al1 attitude. 
it will shut itself up and have nothùig to say to us. But if we 
ourseIves are open to impressions and sympatheticdly 
incline& it wil open up a: d its true es~ence.'~' 

Rasmussen was not intending to mak~ judgements about buildings, but rather 30 

endeavour to explah the instrument the ~ti,;rr~& plays on. to show what a great range it has 

and thereby awaken the senses to its rnusi~." '~ 

Edmund Burke Feldrnan advocated a st?iiIar method: "We wish to arrive at a simple 

account of "what is there" . . . . Although our perceptions appear to Iead toward certain 



mterpretations and evaiuations we defer or postpone them - they wilI not be forgotten - 

until we complete our invento~-~.- '~ 

For the inventory Lincourt considered several different aspects. or > e ~ l s . ~  of the 

architecturai phenomenon inciuding the people who inhabit it. functional purpose, 

surroundings. materials and the structure. form and space. and character. that is. the 

architectural appearance that exists beyond geometric and materiai features; and fmally. 

behind character. the projection of human rtioughts and feelings towards their built 

e n v i r o ~ m e n t . ~ ' ~  

With the encouragement of Rasmussen. Lincourt. and Feldman. it is possible to 

begin experiencing some of Townend's buildings to h d  ÿvhat's thereU h this pmcess. it 

is hoped to obtain a better understanding of how Townend has soived probiems of design in 

Northeastem Ontario to produce buildings that are durable. convenient and beautifid. 

Pub tic Buildings 

Laurentian Hospital 

in 1964 Townend decided to leave the partnership of Fabbro and Townend and start his 

own firm. As was seen in Chapter m. since fim working as a draftsman on the designs of 

the Sudbury General Hospital in 1948, Townend had accumuiated extensive experience in 

hospital design as the Sisters of Saint Joseph and the Grey Nuns had employed hirn for 

renovations to their hospitals in Thunder Bay, Sault Ste Marie, North Bay and Sudbury. 

Eventually, in the summer of 1964, this experience led W o  the job finding the 

as Frank Lloyd Wright wodd have said. when he obtained the contract from the 



Grey Sisters of the Cross to design their new Laurentian Hospital in Sudbury. This new 

hospital was to replace the old St Joseph's Hospital which was originaiIy opened m 1898. 

St Joseph's Hospital had served Sudbury weIl for over half a cenhiry until the building 

boom of the 1950s when three new hospitals. the GeneraI (belonging to the Sisters of Saint 

Joseph in Nortb Bay). Memonal and the Sudbury-Algoma Sanatorium, pmvided new and 

up-todate services. 

After obtainmg the contract for Laurentian Hospitai in 1964. Tomend spent most 

of the next ten years on the design of that building. deveioping the plans. and Iooking after 

the field work until the hospital was opened in 1974. After that, Townend was connected 

with projects at Laurentian Hospital for the rest of his professional life. 

John Stefitra joined him as a partner in November 1964 and Townend considered 

the Laurentian Hospital project "a very formative bais for the new office of Townend and 

~tef ira ."'~ It was not only the fint project in his newly independent fm. but tt was aiso 

his last before he retired in 1988 when he signed the plans and specifications for the 

Northeastern Ontario Regional Cancer Centre. (Townend himself even benefitted h m  care 

at %is" hospital. Eight years fier he had retued he suffered a stroke and a heart attack and 

was flown back h m  Florida for successful treatment in the Rehabilitation Department of 

Laurentian Hospital. ) 

Townend was delighted that iaurentian Hospital was chosen in 1997 as the site for 

the new Sudbury Regionai Hospital. adtahg on to the buildings that he had designed thirty 

years eartier. Furtherrnore, the contract for the expansion was given to Townend's 
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successor firm of ~Vickolls Yailowega Bélanger. a4mhitectsArchitects. as a joint venture 

with Klaus Duda. another Sudbury architect. who had done work on the Sudbury Mernorial 

Hospital, The Laurentian Hospital building, then. for ail these reasons. is the building that 

will be considered in more detail. 

The onginai hospital, opened in 1974 in its present form (as opposed to the 

additions and accretions that are now in the process of happening around it ). is a soaring 

grey concrete. -am-lind rectangda. buiIding. ten storeys high. with the long sides 

facing north and south. and the narrow 

i-..h. - 

Figure 14 - Lmvenrian Hospital 

ends facing east and West. The tower 

appears to be made up of the hkro 

façades sandwiched together in the 

middle by the elevator tower (Figure 

14)- The north and south elevations are 

divided vertidly into eight bays by 

prominent n m w  connete pilasters that 

emphasize the height of the building white enlivening what might have k e n  Iong boruig 

horizontal façades. 

in the centre of the north F z d e  there are two large box-like bulges in the sixth and 

seventh bays which disnrpt the appearance of the building. They seem an anomaly, or 

strange appendages, which indeed they were. It is an example of the many doreseen 

demands on an architect, and of how experience, intimate understanding of the construction 
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method and the requirements of the client and imagination can solve the problem. 

Townend explaineci how this came about: 

The decision to put in an intensive Cam Unit was made by 
the Board long &er the second set of plans was finalied We 
had to get some extra space somewhere. They didn't want to 
reduce the beds and they m t e d  more space for the Intensive 
Care Unit nie oniy way 1 couId see how to do it was to stick 
a piece of the floor out - so that's what we ended up &ing.'w 

This was a practical solution c&ed out in the most hga l  way. 

The east façade is raiseci one storey above the West. as the ground is elevated at that 

point. and the approach to the entrance climbs up this contour h m  Ramsey Lake Road A 

large steel cross is f i ed  high up on the windowless east façade. a reminder of the founders. 

the Grey Nuns of the Cross (Figure 15). in the inaccessible right angle of the right branch 

of the cross. several storeys above the porte-cochere. ravens have built their nest making an 

unexpected link with the naturaI world. 

The grey concrete is not flat but has a vertical nbbed texture which, depending on 

the light. pmduces sometimes interesting shaâows, and sometimes the striped &éct of 

moire wallpaper. Above the fïrst floor a horizontal band of smooth concrete wtaps around 

the building, contrasang with and containing the verticd stripes. It is unfortunate that the 

grey colour of the concrete has a rather drab appearance which is accentuated when it is 

wet. When the sky is overcast and the building is streaked with rain the overall effect is 

depressing. In the original design oniy the base of the building was to be in the grey 

concrete. The rest of the building was to be of white cernent and dolomite aggregate, but 



the extra cost was not acceptable to the Ministry and the BoarcLm in later buildings 

Townend did not use grey coloured concrete again- 

Before doing anything else Towamd had examined the site. which was very tocky. 

The first thing we did was have a survey done of the site. 1 
med to locate the building on it to minimise blasting . . . . 1 
got a little head start on it that way before we finalized the 

b e n r i a n  Hospital cross. with ro~enr  ' 

drawings and had the 
structural engineers develop 
the foundation."' 

Townend mnstantly tned to imagine how 

people wodd use the building. visualking 

how it would appear to patients. staff and 

visiton. The porte-cochére shelters people 

h m  the weather as they aiight h m  

vehicles in h n t  of the recased doors. 

This is especially important in winter 

when there is ice and snow. inside there is 

a large, well lit. double-storey square 

entrance hall with space for people to sit. 
nest. Xote moke pattern ofconcfetee 

Elevators are in the centre of the main 

tower, forming the cross bar of an H, with corridors of the no& and south sections on 

either side, off which are the patients' roorns. 



Pastel: coIours are used on the waiis and the floors. At both ends of each corridor there is a 

large window the width of the comdor. The bright iight interiors have a positive 

psychologicaI effect on patients. visitors. and those who work there. Townend ha< carefully 

consuiteci research on the beneficiai effect of colour on the sick. and he had incorporateci 

these findings in the design."' 

Windows in the patients' rooms are also large and Iow. Townend. who had had 

more than his fair share of hospital stays, said. "1 think 1 took a fair amount of effort in 

uying to make sure that the patients in the hospita1 beds couid see out of the ~ i n d o w . " ~ ~  

On the north side the patients had a view towards Lake Ramsey, with Iater. in 1984. 

Science North. To the south and east t h m  was a view of the golf course. Iater spoiled by 

enlarged parkuig areas. 

On the comdor side of the patients' rooms were cupboards containhg supplies and 

charts that coufd a h  be opened in the m m .  This was the Freizen concept of "nurse 

servers" that Townend introduced in the design, which initially met with resistance. but 

which seems to be in use today and has been included in the design of the more recent 

sections. 

Another. more controversial, innovation that Townend introduced was the nurses* 

cal1 system. nie nurses' cal1 system was answered by one person in the main lobby. When 

the patient rang the bell, his request for help wouid be signalled by a light on a graphic plan 

of the hospital in the h n t  lobby. The person answering the cal1 would speak to the patient 

by intercom and, by means of another button, locate ail the various nurses on the floor. The 



system allowed immediate contact with the nurse closest to the patientwm in theory this 

system shouid have worked better than it bas: cutbacks in staff mean that there are few 

nurses available at any one thne to attend to the needs of patients. 

On the first floor just West of the elevators is a srnail chapel with brick d i s .  with 

giowing gold-coloured giass bricks placed apparently randomly, w h i ~ i  reflect light h m  

the interior dim axtificid lights. and aiso dlow some light h m  the corridor outside to 

penetrate the chapel. The placement of these g las  bricks may have been inspired by 

Gordon Webber's "dots on cardboara' exercise at McGiII. There is lots of natural wood 

and overall the atrnosphere is one of cairn and peace in the otherwise bustling and busy 

hospitai. 

At the western end of the main building on the first floor is the Rehabilitation 

Centre. and accessible to the north, on the same level. and below. is the Northeastern 

Ontario RegionaI Cancer Centre. the Iast major part of the Laurentian Hospital that 

Townend designed. (The brick building. "DafTodil Terrace." added later to the left of the 

Cancer Centre was not designed by Townend.) Because of the slope of the land the Cancer 

Centre is tucked in neatly at the foot of the hi& tower. It has a quite different appearance 

than the concrete tower above it. This area is almost like a series of small domestic houses 

buiit in earth coloured brick- The pitched roofs are in fact a series of  ndges of giass 

skylights ailowing daylight into the building h m  above. The building conveys a sense of 

respect for the patient who will use these faciIities. There is a feeling of quiet intimacy, but 

also of Iife and hop ,  produced by the abundant iight, the spacious lobby, and human scale 



detailing Townend received the contract m 1986 and signed the drawings and 

specifications rn September 1988 irnrnediately before he retned. The building was officially 

opened by Princess Diana in 199 1. 

Not only does the architect have to think how to accommodate ail thc hunediate 

needs in a building's design. but he aiso has to imagine what might change with d i f f m t  

circunistances. Townend said that when designing Laurentian Hospital he had seen ways 

that would ailow it to expand in the future. 

1 wodd try to do that so that the building could grow without 
major trauma. With Laurentian Hospital that meant going 
d o m  with a little bit of extra blastiug in the elevator section 
sa that we could go sideways for the Cancer Treatment 
Centre in the future. It worked out well because patients can 
come h m  the hospital. which opened in 1974, and go to the 
treatment areas. that openeci in 1 99 1. without feeling that they 
are di~jointed.'~ 

Other areas that were planned to allow for expansion included senrices such as the 

laboratory. pharmacy and central supplies, which were placed in a separate service building 

that codd be expanded independentiy. Essentiai services. like X-Ray and the Operating 

Suite. were located on the periphery of the main building so that they could be extended 

without creating problems for the patient bedn>oms,% 

In the building of Laurentian Hospital Townend drew on his extensive experience in 

hospital design, as well as mterviews with potential users. He travelled ail over North 

America to look at conveyor systerns. He and one of the Sisters visited rnany other 

hospitais and he took pictures and made notes into a dictaphone. But his architectural 



imagination had to make sense of ail this compiex information creating a building that was 

an intepteci whole. 

in 1997 Townend's successor firm. Nicholfs Yallowega Belanger. 

=irchitectsArchirecres. in a joint partnership with Klaus Dudû, Architect, were given the 

contract for the extensions a ~ d  modifications that will hini the Laurentian Hospital 

complex into the new Sudbury Regional Hospital. Though Townend's original plans had 

allowed for expansion the scale and extent of the new additions may well provide a 

"disjointing" experience. This is a problem that the present architects are acutely aware of. 

Much thought and effort have gone into the planning of the additions to mitigate any sense 

of dienation that patients and others rnight find on trying to find their way through a maze 

of interconnecteci buildings. (It is to be remembered that the Sudbury Regional Hospital 

serves not only people h m  the City of Sudbury. but also many people h m  rnuch smaller 

comrnunities throughout Northeastern Ontario. who may well fmd such a large facility 

confushg and intimidating) 

Blaine Nicholls. the senior partuer of the successor h. spent much time with the 

other members of his îïrm discussing the concepts of the new additions. Al1 their ideas 

were summarised on a board in the lunch room where everyone would see it every day. 

Amongst the concepts to be incorporateci were 'horthemness" of the location (rocky 

terrain, timber, weather and seasons); "patient focused" which included predorninantiy 

%y frnding," but also cornfort, colour and wannth: the "communitf that the hospital 
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will serve; and finaily, "architecture" which included the idea of %tw with the site. 

function. and the existing buildings."' 

Townend was pleased that Laurentian Hospital had been chosen. but was curious to 

see how his successors would design the additions. "It is gratifjing that the hospitai 

resaucturing conmittee decided that Laurentian would be retained. . . and it will be 

interesthg to see what finally takes ~ h a p e . " ~  

.Vorthern Ontario Health Sciences School OVOHSS) 

Today the warm coloured brick tesidence building seems to dance dong the bmw of the 

ciiff above Lily Creek (Figure 16). It is a very lively design with enormous movement 

created by three triangular six-storey sections that project southwards. The sides of each 

triangie are bmken up by set-backs that 

create a distinctive vertical folding screen. 

The set-backs maximise the view over Lily 

Creek to the south. To the north of the 

residence, closest to Memonai Hospital. is 

the two- storey teaching area. 

In 1966 the NOHSS (later the Figure 16 - School ofNursing 

Cambrian College Health Sciences Training School) was to be built next to the Sudbury 

Memonal Hospital. Townend was the leader of the design tearn and he wanted to place the 

building at the top of the cliff, facing south, overiooking Lily Creek. To maximise the view 



through the south-facing windows. he designeci a four foot off-set for each room (Figure 

17). As each brick wail was a bearing d l .  
I - . . - . -  -.- -.- - 

the off-sets helped CO keep the building 

rigid. Dr John Sturtndge. Chairman of the 

NOHSS. and his fellow board members 
I 

agreed to this design. But the Ministry said 1 
the design wouId cost too much and would 

1 . . 
exceed the budgeted 625 per square foot. * -  .. . .. 

Figure I I  - Pfan of Skhoof of Nursing showing The Ministry wanted to use the habiwl 
mlde nce ..&" 

%hoc box" tectangular designem 

The Heaith Sciences School is onIy partially used for its original purpose. It is no 

longer a school of nursing. The residence is used for students attending Cambrian CoUege 

and Collège Boréal. but the classrwms are not used at dl. The Library is used by the 

Northem Centre for Advanced Technology (NORCAT). 

Students, who now occupy this building, love Living in the residence which has a 

farnily atmosphere. Each student has a private room, with a good view. There is a 

cornmon room, kitchen and b a h m  on each flwr, which makes the accommodation less 

institutional and more mtimate. The opposite of a box. Townend's design gave a f e e h g  of 

&dom and expansiveness to the building that dances dong the ndge reflecting the 

youthful energy of its inhabitants. 
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"We ail worked very hard." said John Stefùra. "and we made it corne out at S U  per 

square foot and nothing else was said. The firm received a Design Canada Award of 

Excellence in 1972 for the design of the b~ilding""~ 

Three Different Churches 

lïtorneloe Chape! 

in 1967 Townend designeci a small chapel for Thorneloe University. one of the three 

Federated religious colleges on the Laurentian University campus. Completed in 1969 and 

dedicated to St Mark it was donated by 

the Fielding farnily in mernory of their 

parents, George Parker Fielding and Agnes 

Fielding. 

The chapel walls consist of six 

triangular wedges and one rectangular 

Figure I I  - îbrneloe Chape[. Lutuentiitn University 
wedge of concrete that are placed in a 

campus 
circle but which do not touch in the centre. 

The apexes of the triangles, each at different angle and level, reach for the sky. (Figure t8). 

The space in the centre between ail the concrete wedges is the floor area of the chapel. 

interior walls are created by that part of the concrete wedges that reaches towards the 

centre, each at a diffetent angle, ae-ting extraordmary effects of light and shade h m  the 

stained-glass windows in the intervening spaces. The interior is caim, comforting and 

serene, and cool with the brilliant blue of the stained glas windows 



Outside the chape1 is covered with metal roofing. painted lavender. which tucks 

down between the seven concrete triangular wedges. The original design was for a copper 

roof which. unfortunately. the sponsors considered too expensive: instead they opted for a 

synthetic mbber which did not Wear well."' 

The larges and tallest concrete wedge. with a slender metal cross on its apex. 

reaches for the slq on the eastem side of the chapel Iike a spire. in the space between it and 

the next concrete division there is a long rectangular stained giass window, with four 

crossbars dividing it into five horizontal sections. and two djviding it longitudinally. The 

two outside sections are filled with purple stained giass. while the centre section is pale 

blue. in each of the next three spaces between the concrete wedges there is another stained 

giass window. each one smaller than the last. The ground is heaped up forming a rnouud 

around the foundations of the chapel. To enter one descends a flight of twelve steps to a 

wooden door to the right of a giass wail. ï h e  giassed-in entrance way is a srnaIl triangle, 

fomed by two concrete wedges making two sides and the giass wall the third. 

On certain parts of the outside the poured concrete seems to have weathered pooriy 

with "pock marks" on the sections facing northwest, For many years poured concrete 

seems to have been an unpredicmble material to build with, as witnessed by Frank LIoyd 

Wright's Unity Temple (1 906) in Oak Park, Chicago, where the concrete has been 

c m b l i n g  seriously for severaI &cades on the exterior wails. Later developments in pre- 

cast concrete seem to have eliminated some of the earlier problems of poured concrete. 



Space. form md light are ail present in this building m an unusual combination. A 

low ceiling at the entxance opens up to a soarùig ceiiing in the chapel. The cmcrete wedges 

produce anpied walk on the inside with different planes that ailow the light h m  the angled 

windows te penetrate the interior. ?urplish-blue stained giass windows make spots of 

colou. reminiscent of the ancient costly Tyrïan dye. made h m  molluscs. reserved for 

garments of emperors and kings. 

0 t h  jogs of the collective mernory are present in the mangular shape of the 

concrete walls representing the Holy Trinity of Father. Son and Holy Spirit constituting 

One God in Christian belief. Further symbolism is present in the mythicai and Biblical 

number seven in the seven concrete wails. conjuring associations of seven deadly sins, 

seven iean years and seven fat yean. seventh heaven- -the abode of extreme bliss, the seven 

Sages of Greece, the Seven Sisters- -the Pleiades, seven-league boots. seven Wonders of 

the Worid- -the most remarkable monuments of antiquity. 

This building, sitting on the grass. is an imaginative, poetic. artistic creation. It is 

totally different h m  anything that Townend had designed before, demo3strating flights of 

imagination not seen in preceding buildings. It is not just a modem scuipture gracing the 

lawn. It has a fûrther reason for existing. It is a building that the Thomeloe University 

community can use for specific prnposes and enjoy as an artistic experience. 

The firm received a Design CounciI award for the building2" 
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Our Lam) of Perpencal Help 

A quite different church, Our Lady of Perpetual Help. designed by Car1 M e r  and Arthur 

Townend in 1969, was "built in the shape 

of a great ark.u2'3 Situated in Gatchell to 

the north of Lome Street, the main artery 

h m  the West into the city, the church's 

ark-like contours can be seen distinctly 

h m  the Street below. The high prow of 

the great ship is directed towards the 

southeast, while the beam amidships is 

-- 

Figure 19 - Our La& of Pcrpehral Help. Gatchell area 
of sudbu?y 

broad and low. rising again to a slightly elevated stem (Figure 19.) inside the sanctuary the 

great laminated arches that support the roof, iike the nbs of a mighty ship, converge at the 

prow. Walking h m  the dirnly lit. Iow-ceilinged entxance towards the aitar one sees that 

these great arches are a dmnatic pointer to the chancel which is situated in the brightiy lit, 

hi& ceiiinged prow. Windows are high up forming a clerestory under the roof 

Amidships in the low area there are meeting mms, the lobby and other facilities. 

Off the lobby, towards the north, is a smali chape1 where again above the chancel the roof 

soars, but not nearly so high as in the main sanctuary. 

Townend said that m an early meeting with the orkst. Father H. R. Brennan, and 

some others, there were suggestions made a b u t  what a church could do and be. It was 



thought that a church should be a place for conversation and discussioa as well as worship. 

and that the form of the church should include a Y ' l y  low ceiling area which would make 

it more conducive to discussion back and forth, rather than having the church al1 high 

~eilings.""~ The pews were designed so that they codd be moved around making the space 

more flexible. On the wall in the lobby is a photograph of Father Brennan. "Who, for 32 

years. helped to build our parish and this church. September 1975.""~ Also in the lobby is a 

clipping h m  Sudbury Life. Thursday, 16 March 1972. with a photograph of the church by 

Karl Somerer entitled "Ship of G d "  

Certainly, in some measure the design flows h m  the need for flexible space for 

both meetings and worship. but why did Townend and Pfister create that particular 

exuberant and flowïng form? It is an expressionist flourish that cetebrates the many 

immigrants who worshiped there. who mostly came by ship to Canada, It is aiso the ark of 

the congregation savùig them h m  the ravages of the flood. 

Users wish that there were more natural light than that provideci by the clerestory in 

the main ~anctuary."~ is the lack of natural light there a fàiIure of the architectural 

imagination? Or perhaps the d i d y  lit interior is the enclosing d e  hold for the creatures 

to be saved h m  the tempest of Iife? The concentration of light over the altar, in contrast to 

the dimly lit main sanctuary, is the ray of hope in the dark world, a metaphor for the 

message of Our Lady of Perpetuai Heip. 



St Andrm S Place 

Figum 20 - SI. Andrew 'J Phce. fmm Medina Smet 

St Andrew's Place on Larch Street was 

rnuch more than a church. The precast 

concrete building on h h  Street is L- 

shaped, with the shorter nine-storey 

section on Larch Street. and the longer, 

higher eleven-storey section containing the 

seniors' apartments facing West and east, 

The lower section. facing Larch Street to 

the north and Memonal Park to the south contains meeting roorns. an activity hall and 

kitcheus for fùnctions. a Christian education centre and library, Church ofices, board room 

and a lounge, and the sancniary. ï h e  south side of the cornplex, containing the sanctuary, 

faces Memonal Park. A large CeItic Cross dominates the outside south wall of the Church, 

making links with Scotland's patron Saint and the Scomsh ongins of one branch of the 

United Church of Canada W~gare 20). 

ïhere are further potent symboIs to remind the congregation of their heritage and 

their faith. Above the entrance door on Larch Street is a huge, round, seven-tongued fIame 

sculpture cast in metal by Jordi Bonet of Mont St Hilaire. Québec. Leading into the 

sanctuary are three great doors, a h  cast in met. ,  with intexesthg deep relief sculptures 



again by Jordi Bonet The doors represent saynlgs of Jesus: " 1 am alpha and omega." "1 am 

the door.* "1 am the light of the world." "1 am the resurrection and the life." 

ï h e  sancniary is two storeys high with a drarnatically angIed cedar strip ceiling. 

There are no pews but chairs (as in a cathedral) and a raised platform serves as the chance1 

(Figure 21). It is easy to see that the space can be used for concerts as well as church 

services. The puipit and lectern are like the chairs in simple modern design in Iight 

coloured wood, This is another sanchiary, like Our Lady of Perpetual Help, that is a flexible 

space that can be used for purposes other than worship. Unlike Our Lady of Perpetuai Help, 

there are large windows al1 along the south and West walls letting in plenty of natural light 

and giving a view over the park to the 

south. 

A mal1 chape1 is situated on the 

mezzanine. A touching memory of the 

demoiished St Andrew's Church it is 

constructed in stone h m  the old church, 

and, again, has heavy metal carved doors 

designed by Jordi Bonet. in contrast to 

the bright light flooding the sanctuary downstairs, the chape1 is dimly lit by stained glass 

windows facing no& 

The original church, built of local stone in 19 10, settled unevenly due to the 

unstable ground on which it was built, and, by 1968, becarne unsafe for occupancy. "'The 



congregation coasidered re-building but mernbership was dwindling and the cost was very 

high. Then the dynamic minister. Dr Charles Forsyth. took over and convinced the 

congregation of the social as weil as the spiritual mission of the downtown chmh."'" Dr 

Forsyth "chailenged St Andrew's congregation to build a 2ûth-century cathedral . . . a 

statement. for our city and tirne. of the cross-road community-generating. people-serving. 

God-celebrating place tbat a cathedra1 should be.-"' 

Dr Forsyth was an interesting man: originally h m  Winnipeg, and for some time 

deputy minister of Housing in New Brunswick. he thought that churches should be more 

involved in the social and cultural needs of society. In addition to a place of worship. 

Forsyth wanted St Andrew's to provide apartment accommodation for seniors. a daycare . 
the YWCA hostel. and at Street level, office and commercial space which would heIp to 

defray operating costs. 

At a meeting scheduled for a Monday night in November 1970. the architectural 

contract for the building was about to be awarded, in the usual Sudbury way, to a firm h m  

Toronto. Aimost at the last minute, Townend and his partners, John S t e h  and Car1 

Pfister, approached Dr Forsyth and the Chairman of the Building Cornmittee, Joe Bischoff. 

and asked if they could submit a proposal. Townend Stefirra and Pfister worked al1 

weekend, and by the Monday night they "presented a comprehensive multi-use design. 

illustrated by a number of sketches and by a mode1 which dramaticaily showed maximum 

and efficient use of the church Dr Forsyth recalled the moment that the architecturai 

imagination of the partuers won the &y "By November thanks to Townend, Stefina, 
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Baleshta and Pfister. we not only had a sense of what we wanted to build. We knew what it 

Iooked Iike!"m The Sudbury firm of Townend. Stefiva Baleshta and Pfister were retained 

that night and John S t e h  became the partner in charge, with Car1 Pfister's input during 

design stages. 

St Andrew's Place is a good example of the collaboration of the three architects. 

Townend said. "1 think our partnership allowed us to do work that one of us alone might 

not have been able to do. We were a11 a bit different and we complemented each other.*=' 

It is impossible to know who did what during that intense weekend. The tesuit of the co- 

operative brain-storming, however. produced an original and satisfiiqg building, fittixg in 

with the surmunding buildings, the first downtown Church in Canada to combine so many 

different uses and services for the benefit of its parishioners and the cornrnunity. 

Government Buildings 
-- 

Tom Davies Square 

Tom Davies Square, named after the latc 
- - 

(Chapter iU), had envisageci a "Civic Centre Complexw on Paris Street. 

The municipai govemment buildings are housed in a triangdar building fionting on 

Paris and Brady Streets (Figure 22). On these two sides, facing e s t  and south respectively, 
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three continuous, equal. horizontal bands of light white concrete separate ,wo continuous 

bands of windows. At Street level there are glas walIs divided by narrow concrete pillas. 

The effect is as ordered and composed and carefully considered as the citizens hope their 

govemment will be. 

On the south-east corner of the compiex is the two-storey CounciI Chamber. Easily 

accessible by the public h m  the entrance or h m  the lobby, the Council Chamber is a 

comfortable. almost intirnate, space. Behind the podium is a dramatic screen of polished 

nickel-copper ore remincihg citizens and politicians of the source of much of the region's 

~r0speritY 

On the third side of the triangle. facing north-west is a full glass curtain, anchored 

and contrasted at either end by textured concrete massing, On entering the building h m  

this side it cm be seen that the govenunent building is really L-shaped, formed by the two 

sides of the triangle on Paris and Brady, Inside the glas curtain is a four-storey open space. 

with the two tiers of open floors housing visible and accessible govemment offices (Figure 

23). 

On the outside of the glass curtain the landscaped forecourt look West to Mernoriai 

Park Two arms embrace the square, reminiscent of the classic piazm: the south section of 

the Civic-Regionai building ending in a smaH square tower, angied so that it fits parailel to 

the base of the triangle to the southwest, and the Bell Canada building, with its colonnade 

in the northwest. (The small square tower in the south-west was designed for verticai 

expansion to twelve storeys which never occurred.) The twelve-storey Govemment of 
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Ontario building. another square tower. mirroring the shoner one at the opposite side. 

anchors the whole complex at the northeastern corner. 

The ground on which Civic Square was built was the same unstable quagmire on 

which the old St Andrew's Church foundered. There were. therefore. considerable practical 

problems to be solved in the design of the complex. Junction Creek which used to flow 

through the centre of Sudbury. flooding the city every spring, was finally contained in a 

concrete c u l v d  but the surrounding ground was really a swamp. Knowledge, ingenuity 

and imagination were required to find a way to build successfully on that site. John Stefiira 

destibed exciting times when trying to find "refisai" for the reuiforced concrete piles that 

had to be driven d o m  through sloppy mud to "seat" into bedrock alrnost 200 feet below 

the surface. These reinforced conmte 

pilings were to carry the building on top. 

Undemeath the building was a parking area 

for cars which "fioats" on 'Vigid 

poiystyrene insulation, to prevent it from 

heaving h m  f r o ~ t . " ~  but which was much 

cheaper than piIes to support a car park 

About the sarne time, 1973, it was 
Figure 23 - Tom Davies Square from am*um 

the fashion al1 over Canada to build a m a  Eberhard Zeidler was in the midst of designing 

the Eaton Centre in Toronto with its long centrai amurn which reversed "conventional ideas 

of interior and exterior space: trees, awnings, abundant natirrai light, even a flock of Canada 
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geese. . . ."= Moriyama & Teshima had just completed the Scarbomugh Civic Centre 

which they considered "an opportunity to explore the meaning of democracy at the 

municipal level and to celebrate its virtues with architecturai form."'" Moriyarna used a 

circular atrium as the core of this building. The tradition of the modern atrium goes back to 

Figure 24 - Aeriol View of Tom Davies Squnte. with St. 
Andrew's Place and downtown Sudbury in the 
background 

the Greeks and the Romans. Vitnivius in 

his sixth book and Palladio in his second 

book . both discussed and descn'bed an 

atrium as an open 'prch" or court. 

wually situated in the middle of a 

building, Palladio rnakes a point of saying 

that the Atrio of the Greeks were of 

different proportions h m  those used by 

the Romans. The Greek Atrio was open to 

the sky, while some styles of the Roman Atrio were covered." in al1 cases the Amo joined 

the different parts of a building, providing a space in the centre where people could come 

h m  al1 sides. 

Townend Stefura and Baleshta adopted the idea of the public amum with the office 

floors above. In order to safely open up the centrai space, consisMg of the atrium and the 

floors above, yet satisfy the building code requirements, Townend and his partners retained 

fue safeiy engineers to design an adequate and acceptable fire safety systm for the whole 

building. The atrium was, in the words of the architects, 



an enclosed public area four stories in height where civic 
activities take place during inclement weather. This open 
space reinforces and completes the geometric outdoor "civic- 
square. This forecourt to the building. with its flags. large 
pcml and water fountains is the formal area for presentations. 
pageants. concerts and exhibitions. The remainder of the 
square has been landscaped with grassy berms and trees to 
provide a park-like setting, flowing downwards to the West to 
create a natural transition into Mernorial Park. The extensive 
original landscaping designs envisaged by the architeas were 
never implemented because of budgetary constraints, and. in 
tecent years. the City has cut back f i e r  on the landscaping 
of the square3 

The office landscaping concept which had orighated in post-war Gerrnany. was new to 

Sudbury. The idea was that the office areas were able to expand or reduce. easily and 

inexpensively. depending on the responsibilities of each department of govemment. There 

was considerable resistance to the open plan. much opposition to the niovable screens. and 

objections to the lack of privak space. Though a few offices were enclosed to allow 

confidential meetings. bureaucrats. planners and engineers. deaiing with sensitive material. 

hated the open plan. in the Old City Hall, however. solid partitions between offices were re- 

arrangeci quite frequently at considerable expense. In spite of some opposition to the open 

plan, T~wnend considered his solution in the new civic building worked quite well. 

We used a very high sotmd abscjzbing cciling (made of 
fibreglas at least one and a half inches thick), and carpeted 
floors to reduce the bother of sound. . . . Every tirne 1 go in 
there the departments are moved h m  one location to another 
and they seern to do that without too much bother, compareci 
to a building that would have had permanent full-sized 
partitions aromd each 



After a very important intervention by Dr Forsyth (of St Andrew's Church) with Premier 

John Robarts. the Goverrunent of Ontario finaily decided to build the third component of 

the Civic Square complex: the twelve-storey tower at the northeastem corner. AAer king  

slow to support Dernbek's original concept of a Civic Square, the politicians then took 

d i t  for this successfiil expression of civic pride. In the habitua1 Sudbury manner. they 

gave no credit to the architects. Neither Tomend. nor his partners. were invited to the 

park-tike semhg. overtwked by atrium (recently removed by the city), were al1 

designed with the idea of people using the space. (F&ure 25) Tkere is a problem. however, 

in a city that is far-flung Ilke Sudbury. Its scattered small residentiai centres. that grew 

historically h m  the old "ethnic" neighbouihoods, and then, with the blessing of the 

planners, where developers made subdivisions, are not physically close to the downtown. 

As a result, motorised transport is needed to get to the centre of the city. More recently, 

citizens have had less need to come in person to municipal buildings to pay taxes and other 

biils as more and more people arrange to have these paid directly h m  their bank accoimts. 



EIeven years before the Civic Square m Sudbury was opened (or the Scarborough 

Civic Centre). Aian Gowans had seen the dangers: %ce a city passes a certain sùe. it 

inevitably begins to split apart. both physicdy and psy~hologically."~ According to 

Gowans there were two approaches to solving the pmblem The first was 70 concentrate in 

one dramatic focal point the major activities of the city and funnel the city's life into it by 

every means. . . . [The second was] to design smdl foci in each of the naturai divisions into 

which the metropoIis fal!s. It is thus no accident that the local shopping centre tends 

increasingiy to function like the medieval market place,"= as can be seen by the bustle of 

people at Southridge Mal1 or the New Sudbury Shopping Centre. Gowans cont-inued. "if 

human beings deféat the planners, then gargantuan centre-city complexes and city halls will 

pmve to be ghost t o w n ~ . " ~ ~  

Dembek who apparenzly liked the idea of European city centres. fiendiy to 

pedestrïans, fought to retain Sudbury's downtown as the "hem of the city.* Constant 

pressure h m  pliticians pushed commercial re-zoning dong main arteries. and into the 

suburbs, whic!i contributeci to the demise of the downtown, and encouraged the 

decentralisation into "small foci." The City Centre Shopping MalL with its expensive 

parking, was intended to compete with the New Sudbury Shcp-Gng Centre, with its 

limitless fiee parking. Bit by bit, people found it easier to go to New Sudbury to shop, and 

bit by bit, the diversity, which is essential for a healthy downtown, was eroded. In recent 

years, again with pressure h m  outside. the poiiticians have supporteci the advent of large 



"box stores" m the suburbs which has M e r  exacerbated the pmblems of the downtown 

area 

Whether. at this new stage of amalgamation mto one rnunicipality. the politicians 

have the ability or the political ~ 1 1 1 3 0  fimnei the city's Iife" into the city centre rernains to 

be seen. The architects. in designing the civic square cornpiex. however. imagineci it full of 

people. and designed it to be a friendly space for human beings. But if there is nothing to 

take them there. they won? go. 

National Revenue Taxation Data Centre 

Two major undertakings of Townend's 

and the second was Science North ( 198 

with Moriyama & Teshima, opened by 

HJM. Queen Elimbeth iI in September 1 

Unlike the Civic Square cornplex, the Data Centre was not designed for the use of 

the general public. It was just the opposite, since high secinity prevents access because of 

the confidentid nature of the work camed on inside. The building had to be designeci to be 

a very flexiile space to allow for a great fluctuation m the number of employees (hm 1200 

to 4000) dependhg on the volume of work available. The firm d e S c n i  "the apparent 

conflict between the requirement of efficient assembly Ime 'pipeline' procedure and the 



need to provide an enjoyable work environment: the philosophicaI spring-board for the 

design, It bas led to the concept of an L-shaped office area with its arms enclosing a 

terraceci 'Gaileria* type space. . . which offers an expansive view in al1 directions and a 

visual Iink with the exteri~r."~'  Approachg the building h m  Notre Dame in the 

southwest. the fïrst impression is of a daalmg series of overlapping "hanging gardens." 

cantilevered out, cascading from floor to floor (Figure 26). As the building was to cover a 

huge area. Townend. with Blaine Nicholis. who was to become a partner two years later (in 

1979). came up with the concept of M g  up the horizontal mass into many la@ 

projections. These planes of white concrete slabs. separated by the reflective glas walls, 

m a t e  interestmg effects of Iight and 

shadow. As the rest of the building is 

subdued. Iinear and relatively 

uninteresting, this exuberance in the 

southwesî corner is aI1 the more 

astonishing. 

A long horizontai band of 

windows surrounds the rest of building, 

breaknlg the rectilinear m a s  On the 

south-east corner there is an interesthg 

detail where the two planes of the 

horizontai Iines corne together. John 



Stefura's "contribution to the design of that building-=' made mangular feahirw. rdected 

m the shape of the conical evergreen in front of the corner. which provide contmsts in light 

and shade. solids and cavities and break up the rectilmear rnass in the south-east (F~gpre 

27). Mac McLeân particulariy noticed the 

precast concrete on the exterior of the 

building which he thought a development 

of Gordon Webber's exercises at McGiIl. 

"if you reaily look at it [the texture of the 

precast concrete] there's three verticals, 

then there's two verticais. then there's 

 fi^?^ (Figure 28). 

Townend explaineci: "We did that 

building as a joint effort with Page & 

Steele m Toronto and Blaine Nicholls and 

myself h m  our office. Between the two 

of us, 1 developed the basic design and 
Fipm 28 - 0014 C e .  detaif of vcriicalpanems on 
concrete 

Blaine developed a lot of the architectinal fea~es .  Page & Steele did the constniction 

Qawings, and 1 personally moved my office out on to the site during the constniCtion 

period We looked dler our end of the constniction part of the Data Centre and that went 

on for about three years. That was a big building. totaily different fhm heaith  are."^ 



It is indeed a big building. 4 15.000 square feet one of the largest processing centres 

m Canada It is r d i y  a factory, with assembly line pfocesses. requÏring highly speciaiized 

office space with extensive use of electronic technology. At the same time. it has to be a 

very flexible space. unencumbered by hed  elements to allow for the variation in the 

number of employees. 

Because of the strict security, it is not possible to enter the building so the citiren 

bas oniy the façade to judge it by. From the outside one does not get the impression of 

"gailerias* which accommodate cafeteria and lounges mside. Mead. that interesthg 

staggered façade seems to represent the huge country, Canada. and the featured projections 

the many varied contours and regions that both contribute to and benefit h m  the shared 

wealth of the nation that is king processed within. 

Discussion 

Now that the buildings inventory of %bat is t h e "  has been completed. it is possible, as 

Feldman said. to make certain inteqmtations and evaluations. These are still a bit tmtaîive 

because of the nature of the collaborative process of designing large projects. AI1 the 

public buildings discussed in thïs chapter were ones marked by Townend's own original 

partner, John Stefura. as k ing  designed by him. 

At the successor architecturai fïrm, however. a staff member said that the partners 

"always brain-stormed on every project. It wodd be hard to say who was the 'Principal 

Architect.' 1 don't know how the others wodd feel about idmtifling Townend as the 

designer of a This aîtitude was corroborateci by one of the partners who said, 



*It would be difficuit to identify what buildings wcre designed by Art. since werything is 

doue on a collaborative basis. For instance. when Corky [Baleshta] died last week. 

everyone was asking, 'What buildings did Corky design?' Difiicult to answer. as we ail 

work on ail the buildings."3b However. another. senior parmer. said "What a great 

contn%ution Townend has made to architecture in this city. Art's design5 are very 

evidentW3' 

Townend himself was ductant to discuss whs designeci what on large joint 

ventures like the Data Centre, though he said that he and Blaine Nicholls worked on the 

design of the building almost entirely by themselves, while Page and Steele did the 

construction drawings. As Townend said someone has to have it "ail in his head and be 

able to visualise the whole thing," At this stage the architect is the artist/composer. But 

once rhe collaborative effort begins and many different people are involved then the 

architect assumes the d e s  of conductor, as Townend did when he moved his office onto 

the site of the Data Centre during the construction years- 

Brendan Gül states that "it was the custom for the name partuers in an architechiral 

b to be credited with ad of the work carrieci out by the fim; ouiy in comparatively ment 

cimes have individual partners been given such credit, in whole or in part."25n Frank Lloyd 

Wright, for instance, always twk credit for al1 the designs produceci by his studio, no 

matter how many architects worked on the designs. 

It bas been assumeci that the design of how the buiIdings in this chapter look to the 

paserby is largely the work of Townend. This does not mean that Townend's desigus are 
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liiited to fwdes. but that it is there that the results of his artistic imaginaaon a n  most 

easily experienced in any case, many citizens never have the opportunity to visit the inside 

of a building, so their total experience of that building is h m  seeing its exterior. The 

impact of the exteriors of the buildings. therefote, on the city-scape is important. This is 

also w h m  the idea of the architect as artist or composer/conductor has vaiidity. Other 

members of the "orchestra" may have contributeci other parts of the design of the buildings. 

such as the details of constmction. or the detailed planning of interior fimctional space. but, 

as Townend emphasised repeatedly, the architect still has to "have the whole thing in his 

head." 

Townend has shown the importance of situating d l  the buildings with care on their 

sites. whether one considers Laurentian Hospital, the Northem Ontario Health Sciences 

School, or a small project like the Yacht Club. Some materiais were les  succcssful than 

others, for instance the poured concrete of the Thorneioe Chape1 which developed "pock 

marks." and the grey colour of the concrete of Laurentian Hospitai; but the pre-cast 

concrete of St Andrew's Place. Tom Davies Square and the Data Centre have ail wom well. 

Considerable research and thought went into al1 the designs to rnake the buildings mitable 

for their purpose and to reflect human values. The exterior appearances of ail the buildings 

are very different one h m  another, but each presents an mte!grated whole. satis-g to the 

eye- 



Chapter V - The Buildings: Honses 

This chapter examines some houses desiged by Townend. using the same 

phenomenolo@cal appmach of "experiencing" the buiIdings as was used for the public 

buildings in Chapter IV. Though PaIladio's (based on Vitruvius') requirements of  

3rmness. commodity. and delight" still apply. the interpretation of "commodity.~ purpose. 

usefulness. functioa is different h m  thai of public buildings. Houses play a d i f f m t  d e  

in society than public buildings. Theirs is a pnvate. farnily fiinction rather than a broader 

societal one. 

Professor Del1 Upton. Professor of Architectural History at the University of 

California at Berkeley. refers to the Amerïcan house as "an icon": "Houses are . . . rich in 

meaning. They dignify families and help to stnicntre their working lives. They claim a 

pIace for the individual and the family m time (history) and space (communrty) and in the 

timeless cosmos. Like families, houses are repositories of mernories of the ways that 

families have organïzed and represented themselves thmugh many generations.-3 

A house offers more than shelter and refuge h m  the weather, or more than a 

fundional building for specific purposes. There is, therefore, a slightly different 

mterpretation of Palladio's insistence on "commodity" for a house. When a house is a 

"home," it is also, as Ennals and Holdsworth pomt out, "a place for rest. for sustenance, for 

reproduction, and for so~ializing."~'"' It is a centre of cornfort and memories, said Witold 



Rybczynski. "Home" brought together the rneanings of house and of household of dwelling 

and of refuge. of ownership and of affection.""' To better understand how Townend's 

architectural imagination desiped houses that were "homes.- owners have contributed 

their experienccs of their houses. 

Mer his first house. designed in 1952 shortiy afier his marriage (see Chapter [il), 

Townend started designing houses for private clients in the 1960s when he was still in 

partnership with Louis Fabbro. His own second house was built in 1962. as was another 

nearby. A fourth was built in 1964. jus$ as he was about to start his own fmn. His very first 

project. when he started out on his own in the workshop that he had built beside his house, 

was also for a house. "It was a house designed using a triangular module as a basis . . . 

specificaily designed for a lot on Ripple Road. We finished the working drawings for if but 

unfortunately it was never built as the client was t r a n s f e d  They were very interesting 

drawings by Nello Moaon, a remarkable man and very clever person."'*' Nello Monon. 

who had worked with Townend in Fabbro's office, had jomed hirn as cirafiman when he 

srarted his own one-man firm. 

Townend had thought that when he moved to the new house on Crown Street. 

where he had included a studio, he rnight specialize in designing houses. "But that was not 

to be. It's mteresting that 1 only did seventeen houses in forty years. 1 kind of wish that I'd 

done more, but 1 didn't. In my next life."243 



Townend admitted that he owed some inspiration to the buildings of Frrink Lloyd 

Wright which he felt were truly North American. Mac McLean considered that Townend's 

houses were "definitely Frank Lloyd Wrightian . . . cantiIevered out: flat roofs."2J This 

impmsion may be based on only one of Wright's houses, Fallingwater. Wright certainly 

used cantilevers in some of his work but by no means dl. Many of his numerous famous 

"Prairie" houses did not have cantilevers or flat roofs. However. Fallingwater. the most 

farnous and most photographeci of al1 his houses. had both; the image of that house is very 

powerfully lodged in the collective memory. 

Townend did not replicate Frank Lloyd Wright's designs. He was. however. 

attracted to certain ideas that Wright espoused (but that Wright often blithely ignored in his 

own ~ork) , '*~  such as fitting a building carefùlly to its site, something that had aiready been 

stressed in Townend's McGiII education- Townend's houses reflect a more characteristic 

Canadian simplicity, avoiding Wright's fussier decorations and feahrre~ like "ingle-nook" 

fireplaces Townend, however, used a similar architecturai vocabulary, for instance, paying 

careful attention to the site and ernphasising naniral materials: pine o r  BC cedar, and local 

Stone, quarried near Sudbury, for the construction of most of his houses, Steel beams were 

used for cantiIevers which projected houses out over the rocky outcrops that abound in 

Sudbury. 

Only one or two of Townend's houses still have their original clients Inring in them. 

For rnany reasons the other houses have changed hands, but not very often, since they were 



tïrst built for their original owners. Townend's houses are enjoyed and valued just as much 

by the present owners. ui addition to the seventeen houses. Townend aiso designed a couple 

of sumrner cottages. 

in order to protect the privacy of the owners of the houses, whose views were 

solicited. it was decided to design an anonymous questionnaire. approved by the Ethics 

Commïttee of Laurentian University. which the owners completed. The owners aiso 

signed a Consent Form. Copies of the forms are included in the Appendix. 

House number 1 

Evelyn Townend loved this house which had adapted successfiilly to the needs of their 

growing family for ten years. When their seventh child was expected. they discussed 

whether they should try to extend this one. or build another in a completely d i f f m t  place. 

They chose the latter. When Townend retired in 1988. and ail their children had lefl home. 

Evelyn and Art even considered buying their fvst house back. 

The house has changed hands many times since they sold it in 1962. Its present 

owner is a young man who is thrilled to be the owner of a "Townend House" which he has 

carefully renovated. Fresh h m  McGill Townend tried out ideas that had interested hirn the 
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north side fàcing the street, the house has a brick screen that provides privacy h m  the 

Street and protection h m  the north wind There is a car port to the lefi of the walk that 

leads to the "front door.- which does not face the street but is tucked discreetly in the 

middle of the east façade. The flat roof 

(that Santa and his reindeer liked to land 

on) has a deep overhang which acts as a 

permanent sunshade. Livingroom and 

ciiningroom are situated towards the back. 

fiirthest away h m  the street, on top of the 

rock with a view down the lake to the east 

and to the south across the garden. 

Figvn  29 - Houe no. 1. showing large pieces of glas 
that people peered through- 

Once he had proved that certain features worked in a house. Townend wodd re-use 

them again and again in M e r  buildings. These successfùl features graduaily provided a 

'Townend signature" to his houses. T h e  large pieces of glas" that the curious peered 

through seern quite small to us today (Figure 29). It's hard to see why they were thought so 

revolutionary in 1 952. 

The present owner has lived here since December 1999. He bought the house 

because of its couvenient location and its design. He liked the open plan which was simple 

and practical. In addition to having an interesthg design, he fin& that the houe is "very 

solidly built" There is a "great view of Lake Rarnsey and Laurentian University fiam the 
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back yard." Like several other owners he thinks. the -spare bedrooms are small." as is the 

1952 dri~eway. '~ 

House number 2 

Townend's second house for his growing 

family was larger and quite different h m  

the fh house. primarily because it was 

about twice the size. Also different was 

its situation on the top of a hill. 

surrounded by spacious grounds. with a 

long view to the east down Lake Rarnsey. 

Figure 30 - Home no. 2. Townend i secondfamil~v 
homee 

The house. screened by a bnck wall for privacy. like his fmt house, is private and 

unrevealing on the West side facing the driveway. Behind the bnck screen is a one-storey 

bedroom section. this feature again Iike his first house. Beyond it rises the two-storey living 

section. with west-facing windows. lighting the entrance hall down below and the West end 

of the livingroom above. Townend's smnll study, the livingroom, ciiningroom. and kitchen, 

with its attacheci sitting mm, are al1 on the second floor. Fiat roofs cover bot!! sections of 

the building (Figure 30). 

Even less obvious than on house number 1, a covered w& leadiig to the fiont door 

is tucked in unobtmively on the north side of the building. The east and south elevations 



îhapter V 

are very open with lots of g l a s  Steps at the south east corner lead -q to a deck outside the 

ciiningroom. 

The living room is a long room facing east with an open brick fireplace on the north 

wall and a glass wall across the east end extending into the dining room in the L beyond 

-This house uses the supports that hold up the roof to also hold the window in place.- said 

Townend "Looking around at the houses 1 built towards the end we didn't use windows: 

we used pieces of glass. Where we used a window was where we cou1d put air into the 

house rather than to hold a piece of glass in place. The development of the system to hold 

glass in place against the structuxal pieces was something that gradually evolve~l""~ 

Ever since he was impressed with the idea of the tatami mat which was the module 

that dictateci the size of a Japanese house. Townend had retained the concept of designing 

in a modular fashion. His house is built on a 2-foot module. Townend thought houses 

looked so much nicer when the structure was visible. before the plastw or gypsum board 

was applied, %O, the thought was to get rid of that and just have the open members. . . . in 

this house 1 tried to Ieave the joists exposed a s  much as possible, and in the beQooms the 

same thing. 1 used the same-sized joists, although they look like beams because they're not 

c10sed."~~ 

This house. thai was home to seven boistemus children for about 20 years. is still 

ver)- cornfortable for the two Townends alone in tetirement. Townend boarded over the 

once much-used indoor swimming pool on the ground floor and tunid the space into a 



snidio. Adminedly they don't use ail the bedrooms aii the time. but there is ample spilce for 

graudchildren to corne and sleep over. The very human proportions of the main mms are 

as cornfortable for two as for nine. 

House nam ber 3 

This house was designeci m the same year as his own and has some of the sarne 

characteristics and some obvious ciifferences. The first major ciifference is the site which is 

a precipitous south-facing rocky hiIlside. The house is built with i ts  back into the rocky 

hillside so that aimost al1 the roorns face due south. As in Townend's own two houses. the 

elevation seen h m  the Street is unassuming. The modes entrance on the top flwr. level 

with the driveway near the top of the hill, gives no indication of the finther two storeys 

below. cascading down the hillside- 

Originally there was a car port to the north of the building, with, next to it. a one-car 

encloseci garage, and finaily the front door. in 1988, just as Townend was about to retire, 

the present omers asked h i .  to design a new entrance allowing for an eievator suitable for 

a wheel chair to be installeci in the building. This he was able to accomplish with the least 

d i q t i o n  to the rest of the house by transfonnuig the one-car garage into a new, more 

spacious entrance hall, and by placing the eievator shaft through what had been a d l  

workshop at the back of the garage. On the second floor one smail bedroom was sacrifice& 

leaving space for the elevator SM and a large wak-in closet, On the bottom floor the 

original oiI-fired h a c e ,  which was due for replacement, was taken out, and a naîurai gas 



furnace was installeci in baif the space needed for the origtnal oïl-fîred f i .  The, 

remaining space h m  the old fumace room cornpleted the elevator shafl to the bottom 

level. The open car port was closed m to form a two-car garage. 

The original owner. who was h m  England did not like the idea of hawig the 

structurai elernents showing. and wanted to have the whole interior p l a s t d  He aiso 

wanted a coal fîreplace. similar to what 

he was famiiiar with in England. But 

soon he realized thât wood was plentiîùi 

and cheap in Canada while coal was 

dirty and more complicated to obtain, 

50. fuially we built a wood-burning 

fireplace for him, He dso had the idea 

k t  he wanted to go upstairs to go to bed, Fm - 3- 

so that was Since the lhgroom. ciiningroom and kitchen. as weii as some other 

bednn,ms, are a11 siniateci on the second floor. the master bedroom is ̂ upstairsW on the third 

fi oor. the same as the entrance. 

ïhe whole house is buiIt of cedar, stained brown. As the mtcrior wdls were ail 

plastered. the warmth of nibon mahogany veneer for the doors and for the wall separating 

the ciiningroom fiom the kitchen was a welcome touch. There are b c h  doors that lead 

fnnn the livingnx>m directly onto a verandah (mernories of Jamaica) that nms dong the 



south side of the house with splendid views of Lake Ramsey to the east and overlooknig 

Lny Creek and the city to the south. This verandah opens ont0 a spacious patio at the West 

end of the second storey. Another door h m  the kitchen also leads out on to this patio. An 

outside staircase descends h m  the eutrance level, near the front door. to the patio and then 

continues to the grden on the bottom level (Figure 3 1 ). 

The fiat roof overtiangs the south-facing livïngroorn. dniingroom and kitchen. so 

that in winter the SM can penetrate the interior and warm it. providllig passive solar kat. in 

summer. when the sun is at a higher angle. the roof extension shades the mms by 

preventing the sun f m  shining directiy into the m. On the bottom floor there is a 

study and a bedroom at enher end of a ccmidor nmnmg behind a large family room, r h e  

garden room." with windows al1 dong the south wall, and a door leadiig out ont0 the 

garda sloping dowu the hi11 below. 

The preseat owners have been m this house since 1987. Within a year of moWlg ia 

an elderly aunt, who had had a couple of minor strokes, came to tive with the fàxnily of 

four. ï he  bottom, "garden mm," floor was quickIy transformed into her living quarters, 

giving her great privacy, while the elevator wzs added, as d e s c r i i  above. to allow easy 

acctss by wheel chair to the mani living areas and to the entrance floor above. The owners 

are most gratefui thai the easy lay-out of the house adapted itseif so readiiy to this diffcrrnt 

use, 'This was an example, to be repeated again and again by oumers of other houses, of 



Townend king asked if he would design the changes which were then developed into 

working drawings by his old fim 

More recently the "garden m m "  and adjoming mdy. wah its waIk-m cupboards 

fined m against the rock have provideci space for a large research pmject requning an 

immense amount of room for files. records and books. The garda m m  itself, with its bank 

of south-facing windows. makes a wonderfui place to work. The young people lefi ten years 

ago. but the house remains a very beautifid and cornfortable home for the two owaers. 

House number 4 

This was the second house designed for these clients. The tïrst design. made m the same 

year as Townend's first bouse. was never built. Twelve years later he designed this bouse 

for them, cantilevered out over a steep rocky cliff (F i i re  32). t a h g  advantage of splendid 

views down Lake Ra- and south amss  the city. The owners have lived in this house 

since it was constnided in 1964. 

From the driveway the enbance façade again is very prime, with a car port to the 

left and the front door to the right Stained glas lights the encrance hall to the right of the 

door. Irreguiarfy shaped local Stone paving Ieads to the door and cames on as the floor in 

the hall and the îàmily m m  and kitchen beyond Upstairs there are fwr small bedmoms 

and two bathrooms. The L-shaped livingroom has glas walls on the east and south which 

look immediately on to a deck outside. There is a fine fireplace surrounded by a Stone wail 

at the north end of the livingroom, similar to the fireplaces in the previous houses. 



This house conveys a seme of relaxation and comforr. The owuers particdarîy 

enjoy the sïmplicity of the n d  materials wood and stone, which mate a flow fram 

room to room. The glas walls to the 

east and south allow an uninterrupted 

view of the swoimdings h m  the steep 

hillside location. The overhang from the 

fiat mof protects the house fiom the hot 

Sumner sun, but allows the low winter 

sun to peneûate the mtcrior, providing 

passive solar heat. The reiatively small 

house of ZOO0 square feet was designed 

for a family of four growing children 

and the space was p h e d  to 

accommodate both adult and children's 

F " i e  32 - Htnme no. 4 ormrilcmad 
activitia. The ownm feh that the howe mb cw Our-Itccp 

served them well while raismg a family, and it continues to serve them equaily wen as a 

retirement home.- 

The oumers have always consuiteci Townend wùenever they have cotlsidacd 

makmg any changes or additions. Over the ywrs he has designed many refmements to the 

house, mcluding a handsome combmed iight and letter box at the end of the dnvcway 



This house conveys a sense of relaxation and comfort. The owners particulars. 

enjoy the simplicity of the n d  materials wood and stone. which create a flow h m  

room to room. The g l a s  walls to the 

east and south allow an uninterrupted 

view of the surro&gs h m  the steep 

hillside location. The overhang h m  the 

fiat mof protects the house fiom the hot 

s m e r  suri, but ailows the low winter 

sun to peneûate the mtcrior, providing 

passive solar heat. The relatively srnall 

house of ZOO0 square feet was designed 

for a family of four growing children 

and the space was p h e d  to 

accommodate both adult and childrem's 

activities. The ownen feh that the house 

serveci them well while raismg a W l y ,  and it continues to seme them cquaily weii as a 

retirement home.= 

The oumers have aiways consuiteci Townend whenever they have considacd 

makmg any changes or additions. Over the ywrs he has designed maoy refniements to the 

house, mcluding a handsome combmed tight and letter box at the end of the drivcway 



(Fignrc 33). Recently. the owners dded a mail  patio at 

the back. off the Family m o n  which they were thinking 

of paving m interiocking brick. They asked Townend's 

advice, and he k e d i a t e l y  suggested the patio should be 

paved m the same local stone that was used for outside 

the entrante. and for the path surrounding the no& end 

of the house. then c d e d  on inside in the hall. family 

m m  and kitchen. 

F i g V r 3 3 - W n 0 .  4 . - d  
This house has great mtegnty. ft reflects light 

Townend's clear vision which ha. enabled additions and developments over tirne. that have 

d y  rehforced the strength of the original design. ï h e  owners have valued his vision so 

much that tbey have continueci to coosult him over thnty seven years, respecthg his every 

suggestion which bas d e  their house a sheitering home of sercnity and beauty, fûil of 

m d e s  of family iife. 

House number 5 

Townend designeci this house in 1966 for the f5st owners and their fàmily. It is beautifully 

muateci on the south shore of Lake Ramsey. some mms having a northem expomre 

towards the lake and others facing the garcien to the south. Again, like his other houses. the 

appeamnce h m  the ctnveway on the sot& side is migrnatic, as if the house doesn't want 

to give up its secrets easily. Hardly visible through the trees, it is comfortably settled h t o  



the terrain ( F i  34). But on the lake 

side of the house there is a complete 

change of -ce. Here the house has 

the stark quality of a ship as the âramatic 

cantilwers jut out showily over the 

cunring whaleback mks. From the water 

it presents a most striking appearance m a 

more austere style smiilar to some of the 

designs of the modern American architect Richard Meier, of "white structures in which an 

interplay of soiids. voids and transparent glas surfaces creates objects of -mg 

beauty"2s' (Figure 34, Figure 35). 

The Finish background of the 

present owners has certainly beightened 

their appreciation of the beauty of tbis 

buse. They bougtit it m 1987 because it 

remindeci them of beautifid contcmporary 

homes they had known m Finland 

designed by architects such as Alvar 
F - 3 5 - h e m .  5nodeastcorrur.sAmvUg 
c a n t i b m j > m i i n g œ l t o v c r ~ n o c i k .  

Aalto and Eero Saarinen. and by Frank Lloyd Wright m the United States. The owners likcd 

the quaiii of the materials used m the construction- -the naturai cedar and glass. and 



stucm. The building is sympatheticaily sited fittiug in with the landsape. admining lots of 

light and giving a feeling of living with nature. while taking advantage of the grand view of 

the lake to the north. 

The owners have found that the entrance to the house is so secretive that visitors 

have difficulty finding it. By the 1990s amtudes to the amount of private space wanted in a 

house had changed since the 1960s. The bedrooms (desigued for different clients in 1966) 

were found to be srnail. and the origmal master bdmom. next to the entrance, was not 

pnvate enough and did not take advantage of the view to the lake. The owners are grateful 

that they have a sauna which in the Fmnish tradition. they use frequently. but they wish it 

had been placed closer to the lake side of the building. The owners really appreciate the 

large arnount of living area m the house. and the screened porcé off the dining room- They 

feel they &are privileged to own a house by Art T~wnend"~ '  

in 1992. twenty-six years &er the house was built. and after much gentle 

persistence on the part of the new owners. Townend was persuadecf to design an addition. 

"1 had firmly said that 1 wouldn't do any work at all; but she kept asking that 1 design an 

addition to it, because she wanted a bigger bedroom and a bigger office space. So, 1 did 

design some preliminazy drawings to change thaî house, and that was the last one that 1 

did.*u3 

Townend. with carefiil attention to the site, "clannbered around on the rocks, seeing 

the a d  blrmps on the rocks. . . . There was a Iedge, and that was how far I brought the 



addition: to fit on the ledge where 1 measured the rockwm In his architectural imagination. 

however. Townend had not miagined two srnail windows. which were inciuded on the 

western wall when the addition was built. He was sufficientIy bothered about this intrusion 

into bis design that he mentioned it every time he discussed this house. "They're small 

windows up high in the bedroom and 1 don't know why they're there. because the m m s  

seem to have plenty of windows without those littie windows. I don't ttiink it helps the 

house. but they're there. and 1 can't do anything about it-=' 

The owner. however. admitteci to adding these srnaII windows to pennit more 

nahirai Iigbt at the back of the addition because the windows in Townend's design were 

north-&mg, looking out towards the Iake. 

ilouse number 6 

Townend designed this house in 1973 

for a client who m the end never Iived 

there- Another house on Lake Ramsey, 

this time with a southeni exposure. 

lookmg across the Iake to Laurentian 

Hospital and Science North, it is fitted 

ont0 the top of a huge bare rock that curves steeply down to the water (Figure 36.) 

Again, Townend measured the rock meticulously More starting to design. Oace 

more, the site itself fbeled his architectural imagination, chaiienging his knowledge and 



experience and his skiIl as an architea. "The more that 1 lived around here." said Townend. 

Yhe Iess 1 wanted to have the site blasted and demolished before the house was started. and 

the more 1 wanted to try and fit the building as carefully to the rock as is pos~ible ."~ 

Like the previous houses. the main living area was on the second floor which. in 

this case. due to the slope of the underlying rock. was actually Street level on the north side. 

There was only one master bedroom on the top floor with french windows Ieading ont0 a 

private deck buiIt on the fIat roof of the living room below. The fi at roofs, as in previous 

houses. had overhangs that shaded the interiors h m  the summer suri. But in addition. the 

edge of the roofs were covered in a trim of cedar, three boards deep. which like the solid 

cedat fence pmtectmg the deck in front of the living room, gave waxmth to the stucco 

buildmg. 

A second owner bought the house and retained Townend in 1978 to make some 

aiterations to accommodate his large family. A long narrow addition, ailowing for three 

more bedn>oms, was mserted close to the northwest lot line. A subsequent owner added a 

garage (not designed by Townend who always favoured car ports) dong the northeast Iine, 

so that the entrance door is even more hidden and pnvate than it was originally. The front 

door is now reached by waIking down a rectangular patio formed by the bedroom wing on 

the West side and the p g e  on the east. 

The present owner has iived here since 1 987, having previously owued house 

nurnber 3 which had made her "a tan of, and familiar with, many of the design featuresn in 



this house. It was the situation on the Iake that had influenceci the decision to move to this 

house h m  number 3. Every main room of the house incorporates the view of the Iake. 

while maintatning total privacy fiom the 

neighbours on either side. People often 

comment. when they are on the deck 

outside the main living areas, that they feel 

as if they are on a ship looking out to sea 

(Figure 37). Other design feahires that are 

appreciated are the spaciousness and flow 

FGqvn 37 - House no. 6. view Ioaking "out IO sea " 
of the cornmon areas that lend beautifidly 

to easy entertaining. The clean. uncluttered lines of the exterior design. with horizontal 

wrapping of the cedar deck and trim and the wakway approach leading to the front door 

are a h  favot.de details. 

n e  orner wishes there were more space in the kitchen for guests "since. inevitably, 

everyone seems to congregate in the kitchen at some point." A garage was added which was 

not part of the original design: "With our extreme northern winters, a garage is a welcome, 

and to my mind necessary c h a ~ g e . " ~  

House number 7 

This house was built in 1975 on a rolling site in the country to the west of Sudbury. 

Townend waiked over the propexty with the owners and he chose the elevated site, rising 



this house. It was the situation on the lake that had infiuenced the decision to move to this 

house h m  number 3. Every main room of the house incorporates the view of the Iake. 

while maintaining total privacy h m  the 

neighbours on either side. People often 

comment. when they are on the deck 

outside the main living areas, that they feel 

as if they are on a shrp looking out to sea 

(Figure 37). Other design featureç that are 

appreciated are the spaciousness and flow 

Fipm 37 - House no. 6. view hoking "out IO sea " 
of the cornmon areas that lend beautifidly 

to easy entertaining. The clean. uncluttered Iines of the exterior design. with horizontal 

wrapping of the cedar deck and trim. and the waikway approach leadhg to the front door 

are aiso favot.de details. 

ïhe owner wishes there were more space in the kitchen for guests "since. inevitably, 

everyone seems to congregate in the kitchen at some point." A garage was added which was 

not part of the original design: "Wîth our extreme northem winters, a garage is a welcome, 

and to my mind necessary c h a ~ g e . " ~  

House number 7 

This house was built in 1975 on a rolling site in the country to the west of Sudbury. 

Townend waiked over the property with the owners and he chose the elevated site, rising 



gently on a rocky outcrop above an open meadow to the south. and a Iow swampy area to 

the west Most of the property was covered in taIl red pines. The owners had felled red pine 

on their land. and milleci it themselves to use in the building of the house. 

The most outstanding feam of this house, compared to the others that have been 

discussed. is the steep pitched roof. and many gables. The house. though well anchoreci on 

its rocky base. seems to be soarhg towards 

the tail pines above it (Figure 38).The owne 

consider they are privileged to have an Art 

Townend house.- They wanted to have a 

house design that wodd suit the site. and 

bring the outdoors in, and at the same 

time. contain features that would meet the 

needs of the family. They love the way the 

many windows allow for lots of different 

views and bring the outdoors inside. h i d e  

the house there is an efficient traffic pattern 

that suits their needs. Even though the 

design is twenty-eight years 014 the house 

still has a very contemporaq look and feel. 

Figure 38 - Houe no. 7, showing pitched roof and 
many gables. souMg rowads the p h e s  
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gently on a rocky outcrop above an open meadow to the south. and a Iow swampy area to 

the west Most of the property was covered in taIl red pines. The owners had felled red pine 

on their land. and milleci it themselves to use in the building of the house. 

The most outstanding feature of this house, compared to the others that have b e n  

discussed. is the steep pitched roof. and many gables. The house. though well anchoreci on 

its rocky base. seems to be soaxing towards 

the tail pines above it (Figure 38).The owne 

consider they are "privileged to have an Art 

Townend house.- They wanted to have a 

houe design that wodd suit the site. and 

bring the outdoors in, and at the sarne 

time. contain feahrrecJ that would meet the 

needs of the family. They love the way the 

many windows allow for lots of different 

views and bring the outdoors inside. inside 

the house there is an efficient traffic pattern 

that suits their needs, Even though the 

design is twenty-eight years 014 the house Figure 38 - Houe no. 7, showingpitched roof and 
many gables. soaring towardi the phes. 

still has a very contemporaq look and feel. 



The owners are least happy with the smdl size of the two downstairs bedrooms and 

the size and placement of their windows which do not admit enough light. Although the 

large eave overhang obsbucts the sun in the summer for a cooling effect. it does cause a 

lessening of light in some rooms. Overall. however. the owners love livmg in their house 

which has a very testfiil. peacefid atmosphere inside, and they added that many other 

people have commented on how relaxing and comfortable it is to be inside the house. and 

how beautifully it complements its setting. 

House number 8 

niis cottage. built in 197 1. is a symbiosis of the inspiration of the owner. who loved the 

site, and Townend's architectural imagination. and the ski11 of the builder. who had to 

adjust the plans to accommodate the terrain. The site was a small level area near the top of 

Figum 39 - Houe no. 8. view of cottage fiom resr m a  
below. with d e n  sîaircase continuing abow to the 
lefi to the decik area 

a 60 metre cliff. Above the narrow 

relatively flat area. the cliff soared up 

again (Figure 39). 

There is a spectacular climb up a 

wooden ŝ rtiircase, braced against the cliff 

on the right, and offering wonderhl 

giimpses of the lake bene& on the le& 

Nearing the top, there is a landing with a 

small rest area. Above is a simple small cottage. built of pine and glas, which reflects ihe 



tail pines growing beside the staircase. Cedar shakes cover a pitched roof tucked against the 

rock wail behind. At an angle to the rest area the stairs continue to climb to the leA of the 

cottage so that you see the whole building as p u  go up. A deck area. with seatix.tg 

overlooking the lake far below. just fits in 

to the level space between the rock cliffs. 

Off the deck to the right is the entrante to 

the cottage. 

Once inside, the impressions of 

the cottage gained while waiking up the 
Figure 40 - House no. 8. specta& clxflriringfiam 

long stairs are completely changed. Lake. cottage ir sinr~lred ar top nght. bhinâ ~ h e  pines 

Because the exterior of the building gives no clue to the interior space. on entering the 

cottage the spectacular back waII is breathtaking. It is fonned by the primeval rock cliff. 

with small mossy ledges, and namal bumps and variations in colour. completely naturai 

and untameci. It is just one m m .  Light streams in through the sliding glass doors and the 

south-fàcing g l a s  wail, which had been clearly visible fiom the staircase, but at that time 

acted as a mhmr. Tops of the pine trees are on the same level, and far below are glimpses 

of the lake (Figure 40). ûetween the rock face wall and the windows is a small wood- 

burning stove. The rest of the building is in warm wcxxk pine for floor and counters, rough- 

sawn cedar for wails and cupboards. ï h e  interior smells of wood and damp rock. Still and 

calm and welcoming, it is quite rnagical. 



The owners were totally enchanteci with the site which they knew wouid be a great 

chailenge to build on. They are most satisfied with Tomend's design with the successful 

use of the Precambnan rock face (in situ) as the back wall of the cabin, and the careful 

placement of the building takùig full advantage of the magnificcnt views, the protection 

h m  the north wind and the feeling of spaciousness inside and outside the cabm. ï h e  only 

negative comment that the owners made was with respect to the field mice who manage to 

îïnd their way inside the cabin. Pertiaps due to the difficulty of fittmg the walls tightly to 

the uneven contours of the rock face the mice were able to find tiny gaps to squeeze 

through. 

The owners particuiarly commented on the careh1 and personal interest of the 

architect which they found most rewarding. They are very happy with their dramatic. 

unique and peacefid retreat."' This building is uniike anything that Townend designed 

elsewhere. He was respondmg to the genius loci, the special atmosphere of the place and 

site. Of course. certain elements, like his use of wood and glas, are common to many of his 

designs. But in incorporating the rock cliff into the building he combined the elements mto 

a strikmg new whoie. No-one is left umnoved by the f h t  experience of clirnbmg the stairs 

and 5-g the view of the Iake far below, then entering that special space. 

Discussion 

Severai of the owners thought that the bedrooms and some bathrooms were too 

s d l .  Many bathmms were without natrnal light. (In houses 3.5 and 6 owners added 



wïr~dows to battrmoms to obtaÏn natural Ii*) in both cases. Tomend thougbt that, with a 

biteci budget. it was M e r  to cut down on them to ailow the living areas to bc larget. 

After aii, he said "You only use a bedroom to sleep in." This is mie m the tropics where 

people spend most of their time outdoors, or on open verandahs. Townend grew up m 

Jamaica where a bedroom 0 t h  just containeci a bed and not rnuch more. It is tme aiso of 

boarding schools, like Monro CoIlege, Tomend's school in Jamaica. where bedrooms 

were spartan donnitories with many beds and nothing rnuch besides. Often boarders were 

not ailowed even to enter the donnitory during the &y, so it truiy becarne a place only to 

sleep m. in a northern clixnate. however. iike Canada. people spend an enomous amount of 

time indoors during the winter and btdrooms then play an additional d e .  They are no 

longer just a place to sleep in. but also function as a private space to work and Iive m. 

Ward discusses in some detail the changing amhides to the placement and use of 

bedrooms in Canadian dwellings: "in the ment pst the middle-class bedroom has become 

an even more private place. . . .ne bedroom has becorne every adolescent's private 

d o u ~ a i n " ~ ~  That was why the owner of house number 5 asked Townend to make an 

addition. However. the owner of house number 6 said, "1 know people oflm cornplain of 

the small bedmoms, but 1 don'f and 1 have not marited that as a deficiency in design on my 

questionnaire because 1 agree with Art that a bedroom is a place to sleep in. 1 would rnuch 

rather have the space* as we do, in the living area~."~ 



Most of the omers are now most interestecf in design and architecture. even if they 

were not More. Marty rexnarked that they feh m l -  to live in an -Art Townend 

house.- One persou.. whose father had commisstoned Towuend to design th& home on 

Lake Ramsey (not mcluded h m ) .  said that her fhher considered that house his pride and 

~ O Y -  

Townend W been able to mcorporate selectively and appropriately many elements 

imo the designs. The houses were thus onginal. adaptable. comfortable and elegant. Each 

house provided an appropriate setîing for the people who tived there. Those couples whose 

children have left home still find the accommodation as comfortable for two as it was for a 

whole farnily. AI1 of the respondents remarked on the peaceful and relaxed atmosphere 

produced by the nahnal materials used in the construction. the car& orientation. passive 

solar heating and practical J a y a  form, Iight and space. 

It is interesting that a11 the houses are d m i  as "comfortable." Rybcynski,  

another graduate of the McGi11 School of Architecture. told how the subject of cornfort was 

barely mentioned during the six years of bis architectural &cation. Ody on one occasion 

was the word mentioned by an engineer. who was discussing air conditioning and heating, 

whm he descr ï ï  something caiied the "comfort zonew: "This was apparentiy al1 that we 

needed to know about the subject. It was a curious omission fiom an otherwise rigorous 

~culum*"26' 



Townend who had experienced the same rigorous McGill curriculum. presumabiy 

witb the same omission of the subject of cornfort. had mtuitively understood how to rnake 

houses comfortable. It was probably to everyone's advantage that Townend's f%st house 

was for himself and his farnily. This was his laboratory for experimenting with design 

ideas. Once he had satisfied hîmself that a certain element was successful he would retain it 

and use it in future designs. The car& attention to the site. and the exposure. the open 

design of staircases. the prominent fireplace wails in brick or local Stone, the open structure 

of the ceilings showing the joists. the use of natural materials. were al1 examples of 

elements that together came to form his "style.* He used his architechirai imagination to 

visualise how a family would use the space. then wouid combine appropriate elements of 

his "styleu to make an original and beautifid home. AI1 the houses offerrd great privacy for 

their occupants. and were universaily describeci as peacefui. comfortable. and beautifiil. 

Townend heeded Palladio's advice having ^a regard to those who are inclinecl to 

build; and not so much to mind what they cm a o r d  to lay out as the quality of the 

building."f61 in spite of limited budgets. Townend tned to ensure that the quality of the 

buildings would be high, even if that meant making some bedrooms smd but functional. in 

order to maximise the common living space. Ail the owners mentioncd Tomend's careful 

and personai interest in the design of their houses which they all found most rewarduig. 

Townend, in tum. was forîtmate to have found clients who encouraged him to design 

houses of grace and beauîy, and he, like Palladio m the mid-1500s, put into practice many 
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Conclusion 

in the 1960s. 70s and 80s the architecture of S. Arthur Towwnd made a significant impact 

on the human environment of Sudbury. a ctty that was in the process of hansforming itself 

from a rough mining town to a sophisticated regionai capirai. Townend remamed nue to the 

conceptS bat  were miportant to his work as an architect: IandrcaQe. light and space: 

building ̂ as wen as you cm": visudismg the Whole thing"; images, memory and 

imagination; and above all to be an ;trtist. Hc was an artist who used his artistic 

architecturai imagination to produce mtegrated buildings of style and elegance. 

His architectural imaginasion had its genesis in his upbrgiging and early education 

m Jarnaica where he was surrounded by the bustle and variety of the plantation. and the 

Inilliant light and colour and freaiom of the tropics. At school Towuend was lucky to have 

an art master who encourageci his talent for Qawing and his developmg artistic 

appreciation. There, too. he first saw architecturai ptans which so impressed him as he 

realised they represented the o q a m d o n ,  Zhe ordered achievement of meaning," which 

underlies the art of architecture. 

At McGiil he Itanied the skiiis of this organisation, Al1 of Townend's desigus had 

many feannes which would have pl- Townend's menton at McGiI1. in developing his 

architectural imagination, the Ûnportance to Townend of his education at the Schooi of 

Architecture at McGilI carmot be over-emphasid Raymond Afflcck (another McGill 

graduate, who had first suggested to T m e n d  that Sudbury was a good place to work in the 
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summer of 1945) said that the school played a unique d e  m the developmeni of modern 

architecture m Canada. consistently nrming out graduates of high ~ali'bte-'~ Percy Nobbs 

Ramsay T@r and John Biand would have apptoved of Townend's designs for 

buildings wïth their welldefined use. refiecting the needs and aspiratioas of their users: 

carefully sited in tune with the terrain and the climate. providinp abundam light and space: 

with solid construction and predominance of naturai rnaterials. 

Sudbury offered Townend the opportunrty to put mto practice what he had learned 

at McGill. inspireci by the topography, light and space of Northeastern Ontario, Towncnd 

introduced the latest styles and techniques to a ctty on the verge of change and expansion. 

People were very accepting of Townend's cosrnopotitan vision which brought "pleasmg 

contemporary architecture" to Sudbury which was synonyrnous with Yprogress.- He was 

fortunate to have early and continued experience in hospitd design in which he later 

special id  His artïstic architecturai imagination developed with each new experience in 

the practice of his art. 

in spite of numerous different &&es of a r c h i t e a .  especially smce the mid- 

1960s. Vitruvius' (and Palladio's) triad of hnness, commodity and delight "has proven 

ciifficuit to supersede or di~place,"'~ as Nesbin said m her anthology of architectural 

theory. Al1 the buildings discussed are stnicturally sound. and solidly built, demozlstrating 

~ e s s , "  or, as John Bland mi& have said, demonstrating the "art of building, rooted in 

technology of construction." 
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ClearIy most of the building reflect enormous care m their design to fùlfill specific 

frmcrions. AIso many feanires show a deep conceru for the and vahies of the 

users. How "commodious" certain aspects are is more difficult to assess. AR the "bulgcsn 

(the intensive Care Unit) on Laurentian Hospita1 a practical solution to the flow of the 

activities withi. the building and the exigencies of space and budget? 1s the lack of naturai 

light in Our Lady of Perpaiai Hetp an inappropnate interpretation of the purpose of the 

building? Or does it add to the sense of protection for the conpgatjon saved from the 

flood of life m the hold of the "Ship of C h & ?  Does the open office plan make Tom 

Davies Square more. or les& functionai? Are the small bedmoms in the houses a fa&? Are 

al1 these shortcomings due to a deficiency in the architectural imagination? Or are they 

merely a pragmatic response to the exigencies of budgets and demanding patrons? 

It may be impossible to answer these questions. It can be said. however. that 

Townend was concerned with respecting the values he had been taught at McGill. He was 

concerned with designing buildings for particular uses, with a special concem for human 

values, responding "specificaily and appqxiately to local conditions. and local people," 

using soiid construction methods and good materiais, building carefully on a site. 

respectmg the setting and the climate. in this sense the buildings can be seen as mdigenous. 

(Whether the architecture will be considered eventuaily to be part of a Canadian or Sudbury 

"vernacuiar" will only be known when it is considered m the context of a longer history.) 

Certady the desigus were inspired by a rich diversity of images and cuiturai mernories. 

J o h  C. Parkin considered that Canadian architecture, "although traditionally eclectic . . 
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~eflected a consensus; a deheatim of and adherence to the current minmeam of 

architecturai thought dues,  and co~cepts."~ Raymond Moriyama said. -1 tell my team 

we are the moon not the sun. We take light h m  others and throw it ba~k."'~- 

The thnd of Vitruvius' (and Palladio's) qualities, "deIightw is where Townend's 

artistic architecturai imagination came mto its own: images. memory and imagmation 

insptred designs that give pleasure: the rhythm and mtegrity of the original Laurentian 

Hospital; the ordered and composed lines of Tom Davies Square with its open mterior. 

encouraging visible and responsible govertment; the people-place "piana"; the Data 

Centre's daalmg overiappmg "hanging gardens" representmg Canada's varied regions; the 

extraordinary play of solids and voids in the niomeloe Chapel and the light h m  the 

stained glas windows: the drarnatic laminateci arches of the 3hip of God- focusmg, like 

the dayiight h m  the skylight on the chamel; the trianguiar saiI-sfqe of the Yacht Club: 

the appropriate design of St Andrew's Place. with its allusions to the history of the 

congregation and the denomination; the youthful 3iancingW triangular projections, with 

their imaginative set-backs, of the NOHSS (Cambrian College Regent Campus); the texture 

of the concrete at Lamentian Hospita1 and the Data Centre. Collaboration with his parmers 

on large projects was fiuitfùi and importam, as they ail brought differem strengths to a 

project, ailowing them to produce what one person alone might not have been able to 

achieve. But because of the nnportance of one person "having it a11 m his head and 

visualising the whole thing" the buildings achieved integrity. By means of their combineci 
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mhiteaural imagination, Townend and his partners transfonned Sudbury's city-scape with 

modern designs for public buildings of poise and eiegance. 

The gems of Townend's artistic architecturai output were his houses. Much 

beloveci and appreciated by theü owners. and by ail who were exposed to them. the houses 

clearly demonstrated ùis sensitive, artistic vision of the home. %ch as  it is with 

associations of family and bel~nging."~ in ail the houses th- is a sense that Townend 

truiy loved what he was doing. Combining both Koestler's ernotive and i n t e l l e d  

aspects. he demonstrated a snnilar "disinterested desire for beauty" in his architecturai 

designs as he wouid have shown m painting a watercolour. 

By means of his architectural imagination. Townend constnicted human wortds for 

the enjoyment, use and ben& of citizens of Sudbury and Northzastern Ontario. designmg 

buildings of "firmness. commodity and deligh~" 
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HOC'SE Nt'MBER.-.-..------- 

1. How long have you lived here? 

1 -. %II> did ?ou choose to live in this house? 

. PIease git-e the three most important reasons wh: ?ou are saustied with the design of the 
house. 

1 ': reason: 

I n C  - reason: 

;:a reason: 

4. Please give the three most important reasons why >ou are dissatisfied with the design of 
the house. 

1 '' reason: 

reason: 

Yd reason: 

5 .  Other comments (please do not give your name): 










